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THE PROBLEM, ASSUMP1I'IONS , AND 
DEFINITIONS OF TERIVJ:S 
Of major concern to educators are the students v-1hose 
academic achievement is below the expectancy for their level 
of ability. Such students have been recognized in elementary, 
high school~ and college classeso Although reports on the 
incidence of underachievement vary, the reviev-1 of the li te:ra.-
ture 'trti.ll confirm that nearly half of the more able students 
may not be at.taining their potential scholastic rank. 
Investigators have studied numerous aspects of 
achievement. l\Jiost of the research has·. been :focused upon 
high school and college students, a logical approach, since 
it is at ·these levels that the problem is crucially manifest. 
It has been noted, however, that children with 't'\l'eak perform-
ance in the elementary grades do even more poorly in 
secondary school.l 'rhus, e.s recommended by a nurnber of 
researchers v.rho \'fOrked at the higher grade levels, more data 
appear to be needed on the etiology of underachievement in 
the early school years. 
I • THE PROBLEM 
Statement of t,he Problem ...... .,.;,... , -
It was the purpose of this study (1) to identify and 
to group underachievers in the fifth grade through achievement 
teat scores, repor~ card ratings, and teacher evaluation; 
(2) to obtain a measure of personality characteristics, 
expressed attitudes to"rard: school, and vistt.al motor coordi ... 
nation; and (3) to compare the responses of each under-
achieving group :'ti'li th those of each o·ther group, and vd tl;: 
t.l'le responses of able successful students. 
~Ieed fpr ~tud:f 
2 
Various studies, later to be considered, have sho~m 
diverse nonint.ellecti ve forces were related to underachieve .. 
ment. 'rhe only criteria for identifica-tion of underachiev ... 
ing groups have usually been achievement test scores, grades, 
or both, in relation to ability test scores. It has been 
pointed out< by Shaw that; __ 
It should be stressed that a group of students 
·picked as underach:teve:rs on the basis of. grades w:i.ll 
be largely constituted of different individuals than 
a group of students p:i.ck~d as underachievers on the 
bar-;;is of achievement test scores. 2 
He suggested: 
lftJhile it would be' dangerous to speculate, in the 
absence of any sound research information, on.the 
precise nature of the differences bet1r.reen tirJO groups 
forared of such individuals, it is probably safe ·to 
say that some important and basic differences do 
exist, possibly in. the areas of' personality, social'"' 
ization, or study skills.3 
Shairl further referred to a third type of' underachieve ... 
ment, vlhich he called nhidden underachievement. n4 This 
rather nebulous grouping of underachievers is co..mposed of 
tlYO categories, ~l.,he first represents. students who do poorly 
on :.i.ntelligence tests, presumably group ·t;ests. The second 
represents students who score high on achievement and 
ability tests, and have strong grades. Yet, in both 
instances J ·teachers somet:i.mes ·feel that the students are 
not perfo;;;111ing at the level of which 
A survey o.f the literature on all aspects of school 
achievementi did not reveal any investigation which attempted 
to make comparisons based upon types o.f underachievmaent, or 
to explore hidden underachievement at the elementary level. 
An additional consideration lends weight to the 
problem., It is probable that the knO\V"ledge of differing 
characteristics associated with varying types o£ under·· 
achievement would give direction to educators in selecting 
suitable methods of remediation. 
lix.P?~ 
'rhe following are the hypotheses o£ this study: 
(1) Differences in personality characteristics, in 
expressed attitudes tmrard school, and in visual motor 
performance are related to type of underachievement. 
(2) Academically able students who score high on 
s·candardized group tests of achievement yet 1-.rho a:re low 
scholastically ·will reveal differences from academically 
able students '\tuho score low on tests of achievement yet tv-ho 
are high scholastically. 
· (3) Academically able students who score high on 
s·candardized group tests of' achievement yet 1t1ho are low· 
scholastically t'lill :r•eveal differences from academically 
able students t"lho score lov1 on t~;)sts of achievement and are 
lotv schola.stically .. 
(4) Academically able stud<mts t1ho score low on tests 
of achievement yet who are high scholastically 1tlill reveal 
differences from academically able students t-:ho score lo1>r on 
·tests of achievement and are lo11r scholastically. 
(5) Students whose academic potential and under-
achievement is identified only by teacher evaluation '!rdll 
reveal differences as compared t-Jith the other. groups. 
( 6} Each underachieving group tv'ill reveal differences 
from a successful able student group. 
J.t.!.m.~~flifA<?P.S o.f ~h!? . 9;t,u~q.;z: 
The method of study will be described later.. It 'lrlill 
involve identification o.f groups~ group measurement, and 
group comparison. However, Barrett cau·tioned that only by a 
careful study of each individual can the reason for each 
underachievement be found. 5 PassO\i" and Goldberg noted that 
their intervie~1s pointed up di.ffel:~ences among underachievers, 
and suggested that n • • • each must be studied as an 
5 
individual 't'Jith his oirm motivations, his o'1im rationalizations, 
his own systern of.' defenses• n6 Frankel reported, "Evidence . 
related to the onset of underachievement repeatedly leads 
to ·the home and the parents. u7 It is, therefore, not anti-
cipated that results of this study will contribute direct.ly 
to understanding the dynruaics of one individual's under-
achievement. It is instead considered that information on 
certain elements common to a group should prove helpful in 
understanding them individually as well as contributing to 
more effective teaching programs. 
It was necessary to set arbitrarily the levels of 
perforraanoe 1rihich est.ablished the criteria fol'· underachieve-
ment. As Sha1t1 observed, nNo spec:i.:fic level of ability nor 
criteria of underachievement have been established, nor are 
they likely ·t.o b~, any more than 1.ore are likely to establish 
absolute criteria for 't'lhat consti tuteH giftedness. uS Fur-
thermore, the individual subjectivity of each teacher's 
evaluation of what consti tu·tes underachievement would 
inevi ta.bly produce a. group 'lr·Those selection tV'as considerably 
influenced by unknown variables. For these reasons any 
generalizations dravm from the findings of th:ts study would 
be interpreted in the light of the specific criteria and in 
awareness of the lack of u.nj.f'ormity inherent in the procef,ls 
o£ teacher evaluation. 
6 
I! • THEOHETICAL ASSU:Ml:>'l'IONS 
Although the focus. necessary for the purposes of this 
study imposes a se~nental approach to the problem,· certain 
global. concepts have been accepted as a·rationale. 
· J3!9h?:.Y!or !2f. children will }1Q. raor~e 1mAe.rsta.ndab;&e 
perceive themselves and their behavior. • .. ·-· -·'*' - ~ u • .. ' ···-0110 t ... t " f .. lj 
The best vantage point for understam:ling behavior is 
from t;he
9
interna1 frame of reference of' the indi vidtm.l 
himself. · 
All behavior~ 1rlithout exception, is complt;}tely 
determined by, and pert;inent to, the perceptual field 
of' the behaving organism •••• Behavior· is a function, 
not of the external event but of the individual's · 
perception of it.lO 
~~ov,ero..eJ1:t. towa::rd self--actualization i§ inher.§.n.t .in 
~1;1,. !?SE .. Itavior. 
The organism has one basic tendency and striving ... -
t.o actual:tze~ maintain, and enhance the experiencing 
organism .,11 · · 
Life itself could be defined as a form of process or 
movenHm·t. Thus in designating man as our object of 
psychological !i.nquiry,. t.re .should be taking it for 
granted-that· rtlovement is-an-es-sential~property of his ______ _ 
being, not something that has to be accounted for 
separately.l2 
f._at,t~Jl\?. Q.f. 11eftaV:~Qp pevelop. m ~j.f,9Ct ,l."_9,;Lat:hf>l').,Ship 
l!.Q. the ;tnd;ty~9-~.fil.' §. g9~*-· 
Patterns of behavior that are instrumental in 
reaching a goal are qu:J,dcly learned and consistentl;y 
performed. Patterns that are irrelevant ·to an imme.-. 
diate goal ••• tend to drop out of behavior.l3 
,-
ThE?, ID§~P.J.:P.L?i 2f !lJ!lall ,segment!? . .Q! behavior 1.§: ~ 
,Wld~_s:t.a.ndable when r~ga;r:ded 't'rl thin ~ .:t;:ot~4: ll~rsona+;t t:t; 
s.'t!ructure. 
Personality is that. which perrni·ts a prediction of 
what a person will do in a given situation •••• 
Personality is concerned with all the behavior of the 
individual, both overt and under the skin.l4 
l!I. DEli'INr.riONS OF TERI'<1S USED 
Academica~~y Able 
Students \vho scored in the top quartile on a 
standardized test of academic aptitude comprised the aca-
demically able groups. 
E2f.Pr~ .. s.~~d. Attitudes 
The verbalized reac·tion of students to the ideas 
7 
presented was considered ·t;heir attitude to1r.rard the ideas. 
It v.rould not be know hO'\rl precisely t;he expressed attitudes 
reflect actual attitudes. 
fti.dden Underachiever 
The ·term is applied to those students whose test 
scores and grades indicate adequate achievement in relation 
to ability, but vvhose teachers consider them a.s capable of 
making better progress than they e.xhibit. 
pep~~gnaliiJY. Ph§!~C:~eristi.c,s 
Distinctive tV'ays of behaving which are ·typical of 




individual are defined as being the characteristics of the 
personality • 
.$e).:f.. .Cor,>.cept 
The feelings, beliefs, and attitudes 't'Thich the 
individual reportedly perceives as describing himself form 
the concept of selfo 
§.~;tPC!?,s~fu;b Stud.en.:t~. --:----:----:--~---------;--------------
The successful students in this study were those 
whose ability test scores fell in the top quartile, and 
whose achievement test scores and school marks compared 
favorably ~1ith ability level. 
Q.nderacl!_iever 
•rhere tnrere three criteria for deter.m:l.ning i;hree 
apparently discrete types of underachievement. These 
c;riteria are defined further in the description of method-
ology of the study. Studen:ts tvho had three out of five 
standardized achievement test scores which fell below the 
centile band score attained in academic aptitude consti ... 
tuted one group. Students whose average ratings on report 
cards fell apprec:i.a.bly below the expectancy predicted by 
ability test scores formed the second group. rl1he third 
criterion for underachievement was the teacher's feeling 
that the student vtas not performing up to ·the. level of his 
ability. 
·visual. Iv'fotor Performance ..,,._.. . .. '* . iW'#r 
Use ·Of th<~ term is :restricted to the coordination 






rrhe complex:l.ty of the problem posed by academic 
underachievement is \~Jell exemplif:J.ed by the multiplicity of 
factors which have been investigated. Differences bet\'IJeen 
achieving and underachieving groups have been found to be 
related to such variables as sex, ethnic background, socio~ 
economic level, and religious affiliation. Parental atti-
tudes and values, early home training, and population 
density are specific samples of environmental influences 
which have been studied. Variations in personality charac-
teristics, anxiety level, and self-perception have been 
explored. A relationship between visual motor test perform-
ance and achievement in the early school years has been 
discovered. 
I. SEX DIFFERENCES 
The lite:ratl~e reported considerably more 
underachieving boys than girls. Gowan found t~dce as many 
underachieving boys as girls runong gifted students.l5 In 
the studies conducted by the Quincy Youth Development 
Project, Bovm1a.n. noted that girls outnumbered boys three to 






Male and female differences in underachieving groups 
extend beyond tp.e question of numbers. A notable difference 
has been established in the general pattern of academic 
underachievement sho\tm by male and female underachievers. 
' ' ' 
In reviewing the school progress of underachieving high 
school students Shaw and r11cCuen discovered that male under-
achievers tended to' receive marlcs lower than achievers 
beginning in the first g~ade.l7 I3y the third g'rade this 
' ' 
difference was shottm: to reach a very significant level 9f 
confidence, and it increased in significance at each grade 
level up to grade ten, where it decreased someirthat, but 
still remained very significant. 
r 
Hesults for females, however, indicated that 
underachievers actually exceeded achievers in grade point 
average for the first five years of school. Beginning in 
grade six, underachieving girls began a sharp drop in grade 
point average, and remained belo't'r the achieving group from 
grade six through eleven, tiiJ'i th the difference becoming very 
significant at grade nine. 
Bowman observed an interesting sex difference in 
motivation for achievement between the tenth and t\"lelfth 
18 grade. Tenth and twelfth grade boys' test scores 't'rere 
similar, but tenth grade girls showed grecrter achievement 
motivation than did tw·el.fth grade girls. Test protocols 
suggested that in the tenth grade g:l.:r.ls were tdlling to seek 
l__ 
achievement in comp.eti tion 1rVi th boys, but by the twelfth 
grade they resist.ed entering such compet:i.tion. It was 
further noted thl;l.t ·many girls v'lho had attain~d. A averages 
through the first ten gt'ades t-vere recei vix1g B' ~ and C' s in 
the eleventh~ · 
Other characteri~tics of underach:.teving boys and 
underachieving girls \v~r:e .found to diffe.r. Fox' exainple, 
12 
F,ink found an unquestionable relationship in the ninth grade 
betwe.en adequacy of self .concept and level of academic 
achievement f. or boys, but considerably less rela:liionsh:tp 
here for girls.19 In his st.udy of talented high school 
underachievers, Mini noted more numerous personality differ-
ences for the female group than for the male group. 20 
!4'emale underachievers in that study seemed to have more 
personaJ.i·ty dlfficulties than either the female achievers 
or male underachievers. 
Although, as pointed out by Bo~flan, 21 college boys 
begin ·to sho\'r scholastic superiority over girls, Duff and 
Siegel concluded from their study of college freshmen that 
females tended to use their measured academic ability more 
effectively than did ma.les.22 
II Q CUL'rURAL INFLU:B;NCJ1S 
Rosen's study reported on achievernent motivation 
among five ethnic groups. 23 He found that tlelfrish, white 
13 
Protestant, and Greek sub-groups scored higher in achievement 
motiva~ion; and Negro, French Canadian, and Italian sub-
groups scored lower. He found further that social class 
accounted for more variability than ethnicity. 
1flith reference to sooio .... econornic status, McQuary dre'!tr 
an interesting conclusion from his examination of achieve-
,..,, 
ment levels among college students."l} He observed that the 
<?Verach:i.eving student tended to have had a less fortunate 
backgro~nd than did the underachieving student. Fathers and 
mothers, on the average, had had less formal education; 
there was a higher percentage of deceased parents and of 
foreign born parents; and the overachieving group had a 
higher percentage of totally self supporting stud~nts. 
Shaw and Brown's college students, however, revealed 
a tendency among underachievers to feel that they had not 
had the material comforts that ·t.hey v-.muld have liked when 
they v1ere living with their parents. 25 It '(I>Jas this study 
which noted that underachievers seemed to come from towns 
of smaller population than did achievers. 
At the high school level Passow and Goldberg noted 
t-bat absence of father by death or divorce was more frequent 
among the underachieving group. 26 Alt.hough details on 
similarity vvere not specified, families of gifted under-
achievers and achievers were found to be similar in occupa-







mothers, and family size. On the other hand, Smykal found 
a pos::i.tive relationship. in high school between achieving 
behavior pattern for intellectually able males and the 
fathers' educational level. 27 1'he same positive relation-
ship was found bet'l!:een intellectually able females and the 
mothers' educatior~al level. 
McClelland's studies of motivation to achieve found 
14 
that earlier independence training was favored in Protestant 
and Jewish homes as compared v-..rith Catholic training~ and 
that this early training in independence 't'm.s poc·dtively 
correlated w"ith greater motivation to achieve. 2$ 
III. ATTITUDINAL RELATIONSHIPS 
A study of gifted secondary school studen·cs by 
Barrett indicat;ed that parents of underachievers tended to 
be overanxious, oversolicitous, or inconsistent in their 
at·titude toward a child. 29 Underachievers exhibited a 
predominantly negative attitude toward school. 
Carter's :l.nvestigation at the seventh and eighth 
grade levels likev-dse noted that underachievers were less 
happy about school than was a successful group.30 
Kurtz and S1trenson reported that trminus achievers" 
.f from grades four through t1tmlve appeared less happy, were 
often described as changeable, showed disinclination for 
academic activity, and seeraed to have limited educational 
,. 
d l·i 1 . 'i, 'I:> h h .f,t • d ... h an voca:li · ona aJ..ms • ..-- L'U.rt ermo:re, t e .LrJ..en s OI t e 
underachievers tended not to have high standards regarding 
school achievement nor a favorable attitude toward school. 
In another inquiry into factors related ·to school achieve-
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/ m.ent, Kurtz and St-Jenson concluded from an analysis of their 
dat.a that; att~itmdes ·tested were more closely related to 
students t achie'ltfJtnent scores than v.rere abilj.t;y- scores • .3 2 
Low a·tititude ratings and lov-J' achievement tended to go 
togethE-~r·. 
In a report by Pierce and Bo"ttmtan it was noted that 
the mothers of hip;h achieving boys held democra.t:i.c att.itudes 
and encouraged verbali~ation in their children, v1hereas 
mothers of low achieving boys \'.Jere interfering and cont;rol-
ling.33 Almost the reverse was ·true for girlso Mothers of 
high achieving girls were authorit~arian, controlling, and 
strict although they purported to believe in equalitarianism. 
Further evidence of the relationsh:tp betv1een 
attit;udinal influences and scholastic achievement 'frtaS pro-
vided by Battle's study, in which he found that; hig-)1 
achieverst va-lu.es-tt1eremore aim!la~ to their -'teachers'-
values than lovl achievers' • 34 On the other hand, values of 
the low achievers were differ~mt from bo·ch the high achj.evers 
e.nd the teachers • and· also varied greatly vlithin the low 
achieving group. A positive correl;;:ttion in value statements 
was found not only between students ovthose marks \.'V'ere high, 
and their teachers, but also between students with high 
achievement test scores, and their teachers. 
!V • ANX!:U:TY AS .A FACTOR IN. LEARNING. 
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In an experiment conducted with fourt~h grade children 
by Palermo, Castaneda, and McCandless, ·~he performance on a 
complex. learning task of t'those who scored high on an anxiety 
scale was compared with the performance of those who scored 
low • .35 The results -vtere in agreement with similar studies 
using adult subjects. Anxious subjects made significantly 
more errors :i.n the learning task. rrhe experimenters also 
reported on a. controlled learning task with fifth grade 
children, who were grouped as high anxious and low anxious.36 
trhe high anxious children -vmre found to be m1perior in 
simple lea.rning, such as classical conditioning, but 
inferior in more complex tasks such as trial and error 
learning. 
I' 
Feldhusen and Klausmeier measured anxiety levels and 
compared then with intelligence and achievement • .37 They 
concluded: 
'i'he energies of the an:x:i.ous child may be eA.'I>ended 
partially in the general fear responses to various 
aspec·ts of the school envi:ronraent ~ Thus, rather ·than 
providing drive. or motivation to learn, anxiety is 
cQnceived to be debilitating, an interference with the 
le$.rning process. 
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V. THE SELF CONCEPT 
The importance of the influence of self concept on 
learning was suggested by 1~!ylie in the assertion that the 
·self concept characteristics are antecedent1 to cognitive 
behavior, and that this relationship may be basically a 
matter of the influence of rnotivat:lon upon learning. 3g She 
pointed to the idea developed by Carl Rogers that exper:i.-
ences will be'ign.ored or given distorted symbolization if 
they are inconsistent t"lith the perceptual structure of the 
self. Lecky t s st.atement also related the self to behavior: 
rrhe point is tht:J.t all of an. individual's values are 
organized into a single system, the preservation of 
whose integrity is essential. The nucleus of.the 
system • around t<~Thich the rest of the systerg revolves, 
is the individual's. valuation of h:i.mself. The indi vi-
dual sees the world from his ot'V.i:l vie'V.rpoint, 1rd th himself 
as the center. Any value entering the system l'ihich is 
inconsi,stent v-Ii th the individual's valuation of himself 
cannot be assimilated; it meets with resistance and is 
likely, unless a general reorganization occurs, to be 
rejected. This resistance is a natural phenomenon; it
39 is essential for the maintenance of the individuality. 
, tJersild indicated a similar viet'Tpoint, stating, "The 
learner perceives, :tn·terprets, accepts, resists or rejects 
t1hat he meets at school in the light of the self system he 
has 'ft.ri thin him :yr40 
... -,~~ 
In investigating the nature of differences in self 
concept among groups classified according to strength and 
generality of achievement moti vatiion, lVfartire reported that 
-'fit 
both self concept and level of aspiration measures were 
meaningfully related to measures of achievement moti va·tion. 4l 
Reeder found that middle· grade children with loil'r self 
concept had lower soc:J.6 ... economic status, achieved lower in 
. ' ' ' 
compa.rison to their potential, and w·ere more frequently 
classified H.$ having problem behavior than students v'lith 
l'"l 
high self concept.t+~ 
. . 
Sutton based her study o£ achievement in ·the fifth 
grade on the assumption that, trAchievement :tmplies a self .. 
reference and is not understandable unless a self-concept 
is adopted., ~r43 . 
VI. VISUA~ r'1.0TOR DEVELOPM:I~N'l1 AND LT~ARNING 
Although there have been a number of inquiries into 
the relationship bet\'veen physical characteristics and learn-
ing, both .from a medical and from a developmental point of 
view~ only the following investigation was considered perti-
nent to this study.. Koppitz attempted to find out how well 
the Bender-Gestalt would different~iate bet\'ieen children in 
the first four grades whose achievement in reading, irJriting, 
and spelling was above average, and those v'lhose ach:tevement 
was below average.44 Visual motor performance on fo~r of 
nine designs differen·tiated significantly between the two 
groups of students. Koppitz found the Bender ... Gestalt '!!laS 
more closely related to achievement than intelligence test 
scores, 
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VI:t. CONTRIBUTIONS ·ro THIS STUDY 
As was .noted above i $ha:vr, in conjunction -vlith · others; 
.. has .·recently conducted· a number of explorations into· facets 
o:r' underachieyement; .their efforts contributed .largely .·to 
. the considerations underlying the e:x:pe'rimental design of 
. thin study. · In his. article which revievted the 1rm:rk already 
p.ndertaken in the definition and identification of academic 
underachievers, Shaw .commented: 
The search for specific tra:i.ts' "1hich characterize 
underachievers as compared to achievers has not been 
part.icularly rewarding. Mot·e fruitful have been studies 
looking for general personality. character:i.s·tics which 
might result in the development of different tra'its in 
different individuals, depending on the circumstance. 
Studies of s~lf-conc:eptare illustrative of this type 
of researoho45 · 
It was on the basis of this appraisal that instrmnents 
of measurement were selected for this s-tmdy which would 
yield information on general personality characteristics 
through exploration into the students' concept of self. 
The manifold sex differences among underachievers 
which were reported by many of the researchers required that 
·t.he data frorrl this study be reported by sex for each group 
examined. This requirement was rendered more specifically 
imperative by the findings from Shato; and McCuen's report 
that girls who were chronic underachievers in high school 
had attained higher grade point averages in the fifth grade 






eXA"1ibited a pattern of underachievement beginning in the 
first grade. It would thus be assumed that characteristics 
of the girls identified as underachieving in the fifth grade 
differed from those of' the underachieving boys. It seems 
probable that these girls may not be in the underachieving 
group at later grade levels, but may be replaced by a dif-
'\'Jell. Underachievement of fifth grade boys, hoto;ever, appears 
to be part of a longitudinal pattern of underachievement. 
Carter as ~V'ell as Kurtz and Swenson noted that the 
attitude of underachievers trms less happy tovrard school than 
that of successful students. The relationship betv'Veen 
attitude and achievement suggested that the pre~>ent study 
should inquire into expressed attitudes as an additional 
component in the concept of self, and questions 't'tere there-
fore borrow·ed from the study by Kurtz and Swenson. 
'l'he finding by Koppitz that visual perception in 
the first four grades was more closely related to achieve-
ment than intelligence suggested the question of whether 
this relationship persisted in·to the fifth grade. Thus a 
measure of visual motor perception was considered an 
importcsmt supplement t.o purported measures of self perception 
in this study. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
The preceding chapters have presented the problem and 
'the hypotheses to be tested. Theoretical assumptions under-
lying ·the study were delineated, and terms which have 
particular meaning in reia.tion to context t·;are defined. 
Literatttre which provided background information on the 
problem ·and which contributed either indir~ctly or specif·~ 
ically has been reviewed,. The ensuing chapters 1rlill present 
methodology, findings, conclusions, and recommendations. 
Consideration.will first be given to the source of 
data, ·the instruments, and administration of the instruments. 
I. SOURCE: OF DATA 
I!H:ll fopulfJ.tion 
The school district selected for this study appeared 
to provide a population fairly represen·tative of the 
rapidly developing urban fringe areas of California. The 
Rio Linda Union School District is located in the northeast 
section of Sacramento County, a county which increased in 
population from 277,140 in 1950 to 502,778 in 1960, a change 
of 84 .. 1 per cent.47 At the time of the s·t.udy the district 
\>laS serving the community of Rio Linda. and adjacent farm 
lands, McClellan Air Force Base, and.. an extensive suburban 
4rea, with a. total enrollment of 8457 children~ 
·'fhe expanding Rio .Linda. divis;ton, of' Sacramento Coun'GY 
seemed :re.ther. typical of ·the large urbanized a~ea adjoining 
the city.of Sacramento, an area vihich has e>::perienced 5.4 
per cent gro-v1th .from 1961 to 1962.4$ . Statisrtics on the 
Sacramento urban fx•inge, a.s :repo:t;ted from. the 1960 Census 
Reportn~ :indicated 4• 2 per cent foreign born) and 13 per 
cent o.f Ufore:tgn or mixed parentage." gducational level 
'l·vas. similar to state, averages, since 58 per cent of persons 
over twenty-five years of age had completed t\'lelve years or 
more of school~ and· 12,2 i'>las the median school year 
complete_ct.4?_ 
As may be noted in Table I, economic reports for 
the urban f'r:i.nge of Sacramento approximate given percentages 
for the State o:f California. 50 Unemp loymenti .for the fringe 
was essent.ially the same as for the State; there 't'rere some-
ifJ:hat more persons in white collar occupatioi1s, and more 
working outside the county. of residence than the stat.e 
average; and there were fe1rver earning under ~~3000 and 
slightly more earning over $10,000. 
Impressions from observations of residential areas 
and from opinions of school personnel indicated that the 
socio-economic range e:>r.tended from. a small representation 
at the low, low level, to a rather strong representation at 
I 
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the middle and upper middle levels~ Mobility in population 
has been reported not only in the movement of the military, 
but in the laboring element as well~ 
TABLE I 
COMPAHNl'IVg EOONON:tC RATIOS: 




-. I* lib'tW P' .. t .-~.,.._..,_...,....._ ____ '1 ... _>87---·-· -··-· -~·-........ -.. ,, _____ 1"'>"-'-H ..... •rli' _ _...._ 
Unemployment 
itlhi te collar occupations 
Working outside county 
of residence 
Earning under ~~3000 
Earning over $10,000 






Families ~vere predominantly Caucasian. Although the 
school distriet had no count of non-white children, census 
reports noted forty-four non-t-Ihite households out of 3,145 
in the H.io Linda division of Sacramento County.51 
'l'he Hio Linda fifth grade 1rms select,ed for inquiry 
into underachievement. It was considered that this age 
level was mature enough to partic:tpate '{,"lith ease in group 
test procedures and yet sufficiently repr~sentative of the 
younger ages tiJhich have had limited stm.dy. Recent test 
scores on the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress, 
hereafter referred to as S.T.E.P., and School and College 
Ability 'rests, hereaf·ter referred to as s.c.A.rr., provided 
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standardized achievE~raent and ability ratings for each fifth 
grade pupil.52 ln obtaining test norms for district scores 
it was observed that the norms for the district were essen• 
tially identical l'lith thoso of the norm population in the 
original test standardization, 
~.~.lectiif.on., o~ Subjec;t~ 
During the first \.'leek in January, 1963, ·test scores 
on S.T.E.P. and S.O .. A.T., wh:tch were administered by the 
district in the preceding November~ t•re:re recorded for each 
student l'Jhose total S.C .. A. T, score fell within the top 
quartile.. The choice of academically strong students \'las 
influenced by research evidence of the alarming ntrraber of 
underachievers identified in this ability group at higher 
grade levels, a proportion given by Gowan to be as h:i.gh as 
42 per cent )53 
'rhe total district enrollment of' 8457 students, 1-rhich 
_.-~ 
w·as reported on January 25 • 1963 ~ included 1000 fifth grade 
students. Of these, 227 v'lere classified in the top quartile, 
and all of the fifteen schools 'trvhich had fifth grade classes 
t-.rere represented by students in the top quartile. 
Scores on S. T .J~. P. and S.C. A .1'. are reported in 
terms of centile bands. As described by the authors, nA 
percentile band (technically called a 'confidence interval') 
is a safeguard against unjustified precision in interpreting 
I 
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a score. n As th~y explained further, it can be assumed tha·t 
the "true score" lies some\'lhere within the band 68% of the 
time.54 
The centile band scores of each student on Social 
Studies, flila.thema.tics, Reading, Science, and vlriting v1ere 
compared with the ·total centile band score on S.C. A. T. 
Achievement score bands which fell below the lower band 
limit of the ability score were recorded. For example, a 
student ~rl1ose centile band score on the ability test was 
91 ... 96, but whose score on Social Studies v-ra.s 64 ... 78 • v-Jas 
considered to be indicating achievement below the student's 
level of ability. 
Results of ·the analysis of test scores revealed that 
25 per cent of the students had no achievement scores below 
the band measure of ability; 2$ per cent had one achievement 
score below; 20 per cent had t't-vo scores below; 15 per cent 
had three scores below; 8 per cent had four scores belm'l; 
and 4 per cent had five scores below. Students 't'Jho had 
three or more achievement scores below the ability score 
trtere designated as "unde:t"achievers" in this study. 
The most recent report cards were evaluated on marks 
given for Reading, Spelling, Arithmetic, Language, Social 
Studies 11 and Science. 'l'he school district .issues reports 
at the end of each semester; thus, the June, 1962, cards 
were exandned. Report card marks in the district are given 
--------~,---
ttexcellent. n F'or purposes of averaging marks for evalua ... 
tion, values of zero, one, two) three, and four were 
assigned to the report card marks in the above sequence. 
A maximum score, therefore, would be t"t'Venty ... f.'ou:r points on 
the six subjects. 
Table II shows the method by 'trlhich students 't'.rere 
categorized as underachievers on the basis of report card 
ratings. 
TABLE II 
EVALUA1r10N OF SCHOOL MAHKS 
.T Pt' ..-r'"" .... "ItA ""''"'" te1n !>i fl'i 1\oJI«...... 1> ' *' 1o "* 
Converted Scores 
~.§.t c .. ~.rl:.J ....... ; .. Qf31\~ile .. J~ang~. 
270 and up in top 2%. 
266-69 in top 6% 
262-65 in top 13~~ 
25$-61 in top 25% 
• ·:=:-:: = : ::;::=:::::- ::=: ::::: i .. ==== t: 
Criterion for 
Undet'ach:tevement ""'-" , • • • ol;ot~·-. 
belot>i 22 points 
below 20 points 
below 18 points 
belm,-r 15 po:tnts 
R : • .:;:.:: = ::;:~ .. -=.....::-~..! .. = 
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To detet'mine \l'lhethe:r the repor·t card marks of.' the 
group selec'ted as underachievers differed significantly 
from the report card marks of successful students, the mean 
rat:l.ng score of each group was compared by statistical 
test.55 The fo~1ula usedt as suggested by Guilford for 
comparison of uncorrelated means, was: 
'rhe i r_atio of 4.12 ind:l.cated significance beyond 
the ~01 level of confidence. 
~n order to obtain groups of hidden underachievers, 
teachers were :reque.sted to submit names. of studen·ts they 
fel't 1rfe:re not performing at the ··lev~l a·t wh:i.ch they were 
' I , ' " : ' 
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capable. It may be noted in the copy of th.e bulletin: which 
.is provided in Appendix A that miniJ:num. ,directions for selec-
tion v1ere given in order to obta5.n the teachers'· own fe.elings 
ancl. perceptions of underachievement. I·t irJ"as hoped .that free-
dom.:f:"rom detailed guide~lines would result in.re.ferral of 
the gteatest possible number of.hidden underachievers .. 
There were eighteen. male and· sixteen f~.male teachers 
· in the fifth grade .staff. Names o£ underach:tevers were 
sent from fourteen of the fifteen schools. One school YJms 
not represented, because there 'IIJ"as a ne'lll teacher in one 
class, and the other teacher did not consider any of his 
students to be underachieving~ 11here t"lere, hol'rever, stu-
dents from the school who were included in other groups in 
the study. 
The total number of Ertudents selected for each group, 
the number of students in each group from each school, the 
number of students in the top quartile from each school, 
and the num.bet' of subjects lost to the study are presented 
in rrable III. 
There t<fere subjects lost to the study from each of 
the fift.een schools~ Five girls and four boys, new to the 
school district, had no report card rating; therefore, their 
TABLE III 
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0 4 5 
0 1 3 
0 0 4 
1 1 24 
0 2 0 
5 0· 6 
3 2 9 
0 '3 10 
1 l 4 
3 8 10 
0 0 6 
1 0 3 
0 1 5 
1 1 3 









































Students whose achievement tegt scores vvere belo~l 
expectancy for ability,. 
Students whose achievement test scores and report 
card ra.tj.ngs \1ere belo1tr expectancy for a.b:llity. 
Students whose report card ra:tings 'tver.e belot>l 
e~~ectancy for ability. 
St1~dents not in the top quartile who were consid-
ered by teachers as underachievers. 
Students in the top quartile who 't'vere considered 
· by teachers as unde:r-achievers. 
Students in the top quartile whose report card 
ratings and, achievement t~~st scores met 
expectancy for level of ability. 
achievement standing could not be completely evaluated, 
Twenty ... three girls and twenty•ttrTO boys trrere absent or had 
moved at the time of testing. 
"A" llJ:"OUp 
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Five groups evolved from application of the criteria 
described above. There were nineteen girls and seventeen 
boys whose achievement---test-s-ind-iea47ecl-that7-a-t-1east-three·---
test achievement areas 't<1Tere below their ability level. This 
group t>till hereafter be referred to as "An Group. 
~'~~t 9~p)lp 
Students whose report card marks were lower than 
anticipated for ability level included twelve girls and 
thirteen boys. This underachieving group will hereafter be 
referred to as "B" Group. 
"Ann ~rpun 
In addition to groups ttAtt and "Btt there trtere students 
who were low in achievement test scores and also low in 
report card marks; t;here v.rere six girls and nine boys. This 
underachieving group will hereafter be referred to as HAB" 
-Group .. 
;tC~' .. anp, ~'00" Group..§ 
The teacher-identified subjects included thirty-two 
girls and sixty-nine boys who were not in the top quartile. 
)0 
This underachieving group will hereafter be referred to as 
ncn Group. 
' ' . ' ' 
In addition, there·were four girls and one boy from 
the top quartile 'tihose marks ~vere below ability level, and 
who had been previously classified as members of "B" Group. 
The remaining students nominated by teachers as under ... 
achievers 'lrll'ere five girls and six boys . from the top quartile 
whose achi.evement test~, scores and marks compared favorably 
wi:th ability test scores. These eleven students constituted 
the hidden underachievers from the top quartile,· the students 
who seem to be progressing adequately, but whose.teachers 
feel that, regardless of marks and test scores, their 
performances are belo't'I their true ability levels. This 
group Will hereafter be referred to as neon Group. 
It is interesting to note that the teachers did not 
perceive as underachievers any of the students who, on the 
basis of criteria established for this study, scored low 
on achievement tests in relation to ability test scores. 
This omission. seem,s surpr:tsingt and suggested that elemen ... 
tary school teachers tended to perceive underachievement as 
a characteristic. of class.room behavior only, rather than in 
relation to more objective measurements of learning. 
,~'_0 lf I ~l'.9.UJ2. 
The combined underachieving gToups from the top 
quartile ("A; n "Btu and ttABtt groups) included thirty-nine 
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boys and thirty-seven girls. !n order to obtain a fairly 
v-,rell matched group. of students to. represent; those who \'fare 
academically able,· who a:tta~ned high ach;ievement scores, and 
who received strong report card marks, the following p:roce ... 
dure was followed, Twenty~one underachieving students were 
matched with successful students· who had an identical con ... 
. • ' ' ' ' r' ' 
ve:t ... ted score on S. C .A. T., were of the same s·ex, and viere from 
' '._' .. · 
the same school. Thirty-seven underachievers "tt¥ere matched 
w'ith students who scored 1rdthin the same centile band on 
s.c.·A.T., and were· of the same sex·. An additional seventeen 
. . . . 
students were drawn' from 'the top quartile by' matching sex 
·with the remaining underachievers. 
The obtained group of successful students, hereafter 
referred to as non Group~ was composed of thirty .. eight boys 
and thirty-seven girls, a sex ratio.and total number closely 
. ' 
approximating the combined underachiever groups. Fourteen 
of the fifteen schools were represented. The school which 
was omitted, ho'IJlrever, contained the least m:unber of students 
from the top quartile. 
Composition· 9.f. ,.Group§ ~electe~ 
The composition of the groups studied is presented 
in 'l'able IV. Of the academically able which 'IJlrere identi-
fied, 42 per cent met a criterion of underachievement. As 
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764 13% 32% 68% 
182 6% 45% 55% 
182 41% 49% 51% 
Students whose achievement test scores t>1ere below 
expectancy for ability. 
Students whose achievement test scores and report 
card ratings were bel01rl expectancy for ability. 
Students whose report card ratings were below 
expectancy for ability. 
Students not in the ·top quartile who tt.re:re consid-
ered by teachers as underachievers. 
Students in the top quartile who ltrere considered 
by teachers as underachievers. 
Students in the top quartile whose :report card 
ratings and achievement tes·t scores met 
expectancy for level of ability o 
20 per cent of the academically able as underachieving on 
the basis of lOl'.f achievement test scores. Of ·these, 53 per 
cent were girls and 47 per cent 't'lere boys. "B" Group 
represented 14 per cent of the academically able, with 
underachievement defined as low marks in relation to ability; 
48 per cent ~mre girls and 52 per cent 't'.rere boys~ 
scores and marks, included $ per cent of the academically 
able, of which 40 per cent were girls and 60 per cent were 
boys. 
'rhe teachers t evaluations of underachievement 
identified 13 per cent of the entire fifth grade, 37.5 per 
cent girls and 62.5 per cent boys. 1'he neon Group, the 
hidden underachievers from the top quartile, represented 
6 per cent of the academically able, of which 45 per cent 
were girls and 55 per cent were boys. The teacher-
identified students 11ho vvere not in the top quartile 
accounted .for 13 per cent of that student population; 32 
per cent were girls and 68 per cent 't"rere boys. 
II. INSTRUMENTS 
Four instruments were selected for appraisal of 
personality attributes, visual motor coordination, and 
expressed attitudes toward schoo.l. 1rhe Children t s Person-
ality Questionnaire, form A, was administered to obtain a 
measure of certain personality characteristics attributed 
from a standardiz<?d ·t.est. An additional aspect of person-
. . ., . 
al:Lty, the sense· of personal adequacy in the self' concept, 
was clinically evaluated by the D!"aw·A Pe:rson Test. The 
Bender-Gestalt 1..ras ·used to detennine c1in1cally the matur-
ational level of visual motor performance. Seven questions 
about school achievement were presented for attitudinal 
information. 
:rhe .Q.!l.i.lP.rep,' .s Pe:r:s&>~?-1i:t.I Q.u~.e¥.;1.Q.nnafi.re 
In ref'erence to Cattell's theory of personality, on 
V¥hich the Children's Personality Questionnaire is based, 
Hall and Lindzey observed, "His theory represent~> the most 
comprehensive attempt yet rnade to bring together and 
organize the major findings of sophist:i.cated factor analytic 
stud:les of persona.li.ty. n56 Hall and Lindzey further stated: 
In contrast to other personality theor:J.es there is 
no tendency for theory to develop as an armchair 
abstraction while the empirical appraisal lingers far 
behind. In fact, there is scarQely any clear separa-
tion of theory and experiment.57 . 
Designed.by Porter and Cattell,.the Children's 
Personality Questionnaire, hereafter referred to as C.P.Q., 
measures fourteen dimensions of personality of children 
aged eight to twelve years. The psychological identity of 
each f.::tctor was established, not from the content or face 
validity of the item, but rather from the correlation of the 
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questionnaire .factor·score w:i.th behavior rating factors. 
'l'he natU:t"e of each factor has also been checked by correla ... 
t:Lons est(2lbl:i.shed for the. C.P.Q~ with the .nJ.6 P'ersonality 
:Fac~ors, n which are w~dely used as psychologica:J,. ,;r·efe;rence 
elements. 
D<.-)pendability. coefficients for each. factor have been 
.found to range from .• 63 to • 87. 58 
pub~ish.ed .. in 1959 ,. is too new to l:,H~ represented in Bures t 
"Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook.n ·However, the yearbook 
:pre·$ented a rev:Le~1' by ¢. J. Adcock of: the "16 Personality 
. Factors;" to Ytrhich the C .. P.Q~ is directly· comparable. 
Adcock stated$ "No other test covers such a 1"lide range of 
personality dimensions and never before have the dimensions 
been so meticulously determined .. u59 He further noted: 
The stru~tureof the test.does not require that 
questions be taken at their face value. They are con-
side:red as stimulus variables, and a variable is. 
assigned·to a factor measure not'because of its meaning, 
but because of the usual mode of response to it.60 
' ' 
The O.P .. Q., form A, is composed of' seventy forced ... 
choice questions which may be presented to groups or used 
individually, and which may be read by or to the children. 
Scores. on each factor :range from zero to five. ·. According 
to what performances and purposes are cons:i.dered; sometimes 
a lower and sometimes a higher score is advantageous. 
Factors are designated by letter names, and are described 
both in technical and in popular terms. Popular descriptions 
are given in the C.P.Q. handbook as follows: 
A-~-aloof, stiff, versus sociable 
B··~less intelligent versus mo~e intelligent 
C-··emotionally unstable versus emotionally mature 
D---phlegmatic versus over-active 
E--·mild versus aggressive 
F---serious versus cheerful 
G-·-casual versu~ persistent 
H---shy versus adventurous 
I---tough ... minded versus sensitive 
J·--group versus self-oriented 
I\J ......... simple versus socially sophisticated 
a---confident versus insecure 
Q3--uncontrolled versus self-controlled 
C~4 --composed, relaxed, versus tense, excitable 
It ni.ay be noted that the advantage of the left or 
of the right descriptions is dependent on the criteria 
against which the factor scores are being used. The single 
exception might be factor B, which provides an indication 
of general men tal capacity. 'l1he score on this factor was 
not included in the analysis of test data since a more 
comprehensive group measure of intelligence, S.C.A.T., was 
available for each subject. 
D£J1)'{ !!: .. j?.@rson J:es~ 
Whereas the C.P.Q., standardized and highly structured, 
yields discrete personality dimensions which were obtained 
through factoral analysis, the Draw A Person 'fest provides 
information on psychodynamic aspects of personality which 
may not be directly accessible to measurement. This projec-
tive test may be administered to any age level; and since 
it requires only the ability to use a pencil and to 
comprehend 't.he instruction to dra\v- a person, it is used 
extensively in clin11oal and educational evaluations. Many 
school "psychologists administer the test rout:i.nely as part 
of individual psychological study. 
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. Il1achover described. the usefulness of the human figure 
drawing in her statement: 
Underlying the dre:wing technique is the t-ride basic 
assumption that personality develops not in a vacuum, 
but. through the movement, . feeling, and thinking of a 
specific body. It is, because the body 1 with its 
visceral tensions and muscular strains, is the battle-
ground fo:r thewarring factions of need and presses 
• • • that it provides the focus for ·the study of 
personality.· In general terms, the drawing of a 
person represents the expression of self, or the body, 
in the environment •• , • Briefly put, the body image 
may be regarded a~ ·the p,omR.l~.?£ r.efle..Ql!J..Q!!. 2£. seJ4:-61 regar..q-... ~ self-,l.plage.. ~ 
Bender-Gestalt Test 
An additional index has contributed to understanding 
components of personality. The Bender-Gestalt, a visual-
motor perceptual test., consists of' nine rather simple 
designs, each of which :ts presented to a subject to bee 
copied on a sheet of, paper. V'Jith reference 'to its use with 
children, Bender asserted, nxt gives a correct estimate of 
visual motor development which in general goes parallel to 
the mental development of the child.n62 
'.rhe relationship of visual motor development ·to 
school progress is reported by· Bender's finding: 
Visual motor Gestalt funct;ion is a fundamental 
function associated with language ability and closely 
I 
associated WJ.1:'.n various· functions of intelligence) such 
as visual perception, manual motor ability, memory, 
temporal·and sp~.tial· concepts;· and organization .or 
represent/at ion.; b3 · 
. . . 
Bender has standardized a scale on which the 
' ' ' . . . . 
performance of children aged four to eleven years may be 
measured. By t·he age of ten most children should be able 
to copy all the designs adequately. 
In appraising the Bender-Gestalt, Halpern commented: 
As part of.a total battery, the Bender Visual Motor 
Gestalt Test gives rich ·returns in terms of the amount 
of time and energy expended ·and has become an a;traost 
indispensab~t part of psychological test ba·t.teries 
everywhere.. . . · . . 
~v:~n Qu~ptions 
The three tests described above were considered the 
most productive tools of measurement for this study. It was 
deemed valuable, nevertheless, to obtain yet another dimen-
sion, an expressed attitude tottmrd school and achievement 
in school. rrhe quest:ions posed by Kurtz and S11renson in 
their study of student att:ttudes seemed most likely to yield 
this informatj.on within the tirae and the facilities available 
for this.investigation.65 
The first six questions were dra~m from those 
presented by Kurtz and Swenson; the seventh -vras added to 
procure a· gEmeralized perception by each student of time 
spent at home on· school work. A copy of the·questions which 
1'1ere presented is provided in Appendix B .. 
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III. ADMINISTHA'I'ION OF THE INSTRU!iJ.ENTS 
Testing was scheduled in each of the fifteen schools 
during school days from January 14 to January 25, 1963. The 
tests were administered by the investigator in the multi· 
purpose rooms, and required approximately one hour's time. 
It was explained to each group that they 'tllere participating 
in a research study, that there were no right or wrong 
answers, that the information was not for school use, and 
that t.hey were entirely free to leave should they not desire 
to contribute their opinions or to work on the tasks. Vilith ... 
out exception the chj.ldren in each school remained to 
complete the tests, and they exhibited in general a feeling 
of cooperative interest and enthusiasm for the project. 
rrhe C.P .. Q., v1faS presented first, In order to maintain 
a uniform pace of performance on the test, to prevent undue 
deliberation on the items, and to avoid the problem of any 
reading disability, the test was read aloud to the students. 
Some sttiden·cs verbalized annoyance over the forced choice 
aspect of the questions by making such comments as, nsome .... 
times I feel one "<my, and sometimes the other, n and "Neither 
one is like me. n 'rhey adapted readily to the procedure, 
however, after it "t'las suggested by the examiner, "Look at it 
this way. You may like or dislike both vanilla and choco-
late ice-cream. But pre·tend you are in a situation ~Jhere 
you must eGtt one or the other, and you can have only one 
choice. u No further difficulty '\'laS mentioned by the 
students. 
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Next in sequence were the seven questions, which were 
also read aloud to the subjects. The reading was prefaced 
by a reminder that the information was not intended for use 
pf school personnel regar-ding any individual student, but 
to find out hotv most fifth grade boys and girls felt about 
schooL Although no student professed skepticism of the 
examiner's integrity on this issue, it was felt that direct 
questions on school a:ctitudes, presented in a school setting, 
may have influenced the freedom of response. 
The Draw A Person Test followed. On the paper 
provided was the question, ni·Iave you ever had special art 
instruction?tt and the instruction~ "Now dra'tv a person, the 
best person you can draw." Students who made stick dra'I?J'ings 
were requested to drat'IT another person, a whole person. As 
each student completed his drawing, he was provided a set of 
Bender-Gestalt designs. The paper for the test had the 
instruction, "Copy the designs on this sheet of paper. Just 
copy them the TtTay you see them. n 
CHA.PTER IV . . ' . . 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
·This chapter presents treatment of data obtained from 
the tests' and interpretation o£ findings. Results of the · 
Childre11 t s Personality Questionnaire l<Tere subjected to 
significance for individul,ll pairs of means. Percentages of 
each &;roup t s responses on the seven questions were provided 
for each question.. Ratings on the D:rali' A Person 'fest and 
the Bender-Gestalt t'lere reported in percentages and group 
means, and thirty-six comparisons of group ra.tj,ngs !.•Tere 
tested for significance by chi square. 
I • TRgA 'rl\I!EN'r OF DA 'l'A 
Tbe. yhildren' s. }?,ersonality,.,9uest1-.9PP.aif..~ 
. - .. 
'fest responses on the C .P .c~. l'rere scored by the 
investigator, and the ra'!tT scores of each group on each 
factor trlere tabula:"!;.<;;ld according to group. 'rhe computations 
v\fere subjected to a simple analysis of' variance~ wi:th the 
.05 
for 
level of confidence chosen, accord:i.ng to 
se.mples vary:i.ng in size t 66 
,Zns<Ms 7 Mt;l 2 = 2:~ ~ J..¥-l..2 
Lx~ = l<2 x2 >s ~ 2l~n!1~ 
the.formula 
( Betv'leen sum of 
squares) 
(Within sum of 
squares 
For 11 and 251 degrees: of freedom an Jr. ratio of l.i53 is 
significant at the • 05 level. 67 'rhe analyses of· variance 
are given in ~rables V through, XVII. 
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· J:l"or all personality dimensions in which the analysis 
of variance revealed that the variance of the group means 
was of sufficient magnitude that the null hypothesis could 
be rejected, i tests \IJfere made to ascertain, the significance , 
of differences for individual pa;:i.rs of means. 6$ A .05 level 
of conf:ldenee was also adopted for comparison of means, and 
)60.,11. tests were computed according to the formula suggested 
by Guilford for sarilples of unequal size: 
l'lfl ... r~12 
., I' ;. 11'0'10<-.-.-..M-
~~-t = 
D:i.ffe:r.ences are repori'Jed a,s "signif:i.canttt for the .05 level 
of confidence and as "very si.gn:i.fican't'' fol" the .01 level 
of confidence .. 
T,he . .§ev~n ... Ru~~ 
Hesponses to the questions ~rere ta.bu;lated for all 
groups., and the percentages of each group's responseG v-1ere 
computed for each question, as sho1im in Table XVIII o Differ ... 
ences in response are presented in Figures I to XVIII. 
TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON FACTOR G 
(vtQASUAL" VImSUS. ttpgRSISTENT") 
.. i£ ·---~_.. 
Swas of Degrf.ileS. of 
Components Squares Freedom Variance 









F = • 77 (no·t sign;l.:f'ica.nt) · 
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCl~ ON FACTOR H 
("SHY" VERSUS "ADVENTUROUS") 




Sums of 'Deg!'ees of 
Squares F'reedom 




?I.? t::.t1 """""" .. , ( 11 
~-1 = 1.14 (not significant) 
Variance 
TABLE VII 
ANALYSIS Olil VARIANCE; ON FACTOR J 
(''GROUP" VERSUS ttSELF... . 
OIUgNTEDH} 
Swns of Deg~ees of 
Oonmonents Squares Freedom Variance 




lf~ .. ·25 





F = 1.65 {not significant) 
' >i! • ~· ... . ................. .. • 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANGF; ON FACTOR A 
( tt ALOOli'" VERSUS tr SOCIABLEvt) 




Sums of Degrees o.f' 
Squares lt"'reedom 




F = 4.09 








ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON FACTOR C 
( "EM01'IONALl.Y UNS'liABLEn VERSUS 













-""""" pp .. .,..,. 
li' = 2.21 
P ""' < ~ 05 · (significant) 
TABLE X 
ANALYSIS OF VAH.IANCE ON ll'AO'rOH D 
( ttPHLBGiviATIC" VERSUS 
"OVER-ACTIV:Ett) 
Sums of Degrees of 
Variance 
~ •• '*- •. 4 .• 
Component,s Squt{res . Freedom Variance _........;::-.,..;__,.;......,._,.....;..._.......::. ___________ ,__ ""~'I'• R I ....
Between sets 
vli thin sets 
Total 
30.92 









F = 2 .• 46 





ANA1;JYSIS OF· VARIANCE ON FAC'l,OR Ji~ 
( UJ11ILDU VERSUS "AGGRESSIVEU) 
Sumsof Degrees of 





. ~>A' ... ~ .. ..,.. 




.....,. f .... 
262.' 
---------------·-.. -~------------------
1"'*4:l: I . I . t ...... ., 
F = 8.52 
P = ( •. 01 (very significant) 
-~.,-".' 
rrABLE XII 
ANALYSIS OF' VARIANCE ON FACTOR F 
( ttSICR!OUS" VEHSUS "OHEERFUJ...'t) 
Variance 
. .. ' ··"""""""'"/II 
3.07 
• .36 
Sums o£ Degrees of 
Components · Squares Fr>eedom Variance 
~o\M!il . . • ··-· '"''"'~~~'~,. ,,,. - -~---· _ ................. _. _______ _ 
Between sets 117.90 11 10.72 
Within sets 294.07 251 1 • .17 
Total . 411 .. 97 262 
F == 9.16 
P = ( .. 01 (very significant) 
··- riv' .i •• i """" I r h M •, 1 !" .......... 
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........ ,.'If{ h 1 . ...... 
TABLE XI:t:t 
ANAJ~YSIH OF• VAHIANCJI: ON Tt'ACTOR I 
( "TOUQ.H..,.MIND:&~D't VERSUS 





•••~ · 'l+ii, .... , .. ~,..w-t•,. .. ·. "~'"·~""'*~'"*"'•'~~,w• • 
Bet"trmen sets 222 ~·54 
Within sets )4697$ 
11 20~23 
251 1 • .38 
'rota1 .569 • .3 2 262 
F = 14.66 
P t::: (.01 (very significant)· 
, .. 'i• ..... .... ,..,..:---.. ~.· .. '"· '~"' 
'rABLE: XIV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON FAC'rOR N 
(ttSIMPtBn VERSUS "SOCIALLY 
.SOPH!Stl'I CATF.~D") 
Degrees of 
. -'"- l 
_g_o!Up,opents. 
Sl.Ulls of 
.. sgu~r.es li'reedom Variance 






~~~loi<!Jf ......... ~ 
397.83 
F• = :h43 
11 4·73 
251 1. 38 
-~.11J1Nl~ ~l'l'* 
262 
P = (. 01 (very significant•) 
'*7 
-' ... , . ..,, __ , ....... --
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCJ~ ON FACTOR 0 
("CONFIDENT" VE11SUS 
"INSJ~CUREn) 
Sums of Degrees of 
Components Squares Freedom Variance _ __,,._ _____ ..._;ll, ________ • ___ .. ·-····-··· 
Between sets 37.12 11 
Within sets 324.88 251 
Total 362.00 262 
F = 2.61 
P = (.01 (very significant) 
:::;:::; r r · · ::%:.: ~ :;;:: ; ~ ., :·: ::. : ;::; ; ' ;: ::::; :· :::: 
TABLE XVI 
ANALYSIS OF VAlUANCE ON :b,ACrl,OR Q.3 
( ttUNCONTIWLLgD 11 VE11SUS .· 
















F = 2.13 
P = (.05 (significant) 
Variance 
3.17 
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.'.rABLE XVII 



















F. = 1.96 
P = (.05 (significant) 





















RESPONSES TO SEVEN QUESTIONS~~ BY PERCENTAGE O:P GROUP 
Question Number 
la lb lc 2a 2b 2c 3a 3b 4a 4b 5a 5b 6a 6b 6c 7a 7b 7c 
.58 ~37 .. 05 .58 .42 0 .S9 .11 1.00 0 .95 -::05 .61 .. 33 .06 .58 -37 .. 05 
.67 .33 0 .. 67 .16} .16i .50 .50 1.00 0 1.00 0 .83 .17 0 .83 .. 17 0 
.45i .45! .09 .56 .33 .11 .50 .50 1 .. 00 0 1.00 0 .36 .46 .18 .50 .40 .. 10 
.Jl .69 0 .. 53 .. 47 . 0 .90 .10 1.00 0 .97 .• 03 ... 66 .28 .06 .12l .25 .12} 
.. 40 .60 0 .40 .60 0 .80 .20 1 .. 00 0 1.00· 0 .40 .60 0 .80 .20 0 
.70 .30 0 .65 .35 0 .81 .19 1.00 0 1.00 0 .70 .. 30 0 .54 .41 .05 
.. 59 .41 0 .65 .. 29 .06 .59 .41 1.00 0 1 ... 00 0 .71 .29 0 .• 23 .65 .12 
.67 .33 0 .?S .22 0 .. 78 .22 1.00 0 1.00 0 .67 .. 33 0 .45 .33 .22 
.. 23 .77 0 .38 .. 54 .08 .77 .23 .. 91 .09 .. 92 .0$ .61 .31 .08 -54 '6 0 •* . 
.27 .54 .19 .28 .61 .. 10 • 64 .36 .90 .. 10 .96 .04 .36 .39 .25 -41 .. 44 .15 
.33 .. JJ .33 .17 .33 .50 .. 33 .67 1.00 0 1.00· 0 .17 .33 .$0 .33 .67 0 
.50 -47 .03 .. 52 .45 .03 .71 .29 .. 95 ~05 .97 .03 .63 .32 .05 .50 .42 .OS 
Students 'li'!hose achieve."llent test scores -v:ere below e:x:pectancy for ability. 
Students 't'1hose achievement test scores and report~ card ra:t.ings ;,;ere belo1·r expectancy 
for ability., 
Students !Plhose report card ratings t<-Jere belo~I expectancy .for ability. 
Students not h""l the top quartile tmo were considered by tcE~achers as underachievers. 
Students in the top quartile vJho w·ere considered by teachE~rs as underachievers. 
Students in the top quartile tvhose report card ratings and achievement test scores 
met expectancy for level of ability. 
*see Appendix B o 
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PERCEN'l'AGE OF EACH GROUP'S HESPONSg rro QUESTION l(a) 
"I AM GET1fiNG ALONG IN SCHOOL VERY WELLtt 
Boys 
100. . 100 
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PERCENTAGE OF EACH GROUP'S RJ1:3PONSE TO QUESTION l (b) 
"I ANI GET'riNG ALONG IN SCHOOL ~vELL ENOUGJin 
. ' - .. 
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FIGURE !II 
PJ~RCENTAGE OF gACH GROUP'S RESPONSE TO QUESTION l(c) 
"l J\Iv1 NOrf GETr.riNG ALONG IN SCHOOL \~ELL AT ALl:..'' 
1k ..... ,. k'p i { ..... I' ,. .. ..... .., •• 
Boys 
....... .,;.,..; • l 
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P.ERCEWrAGI~ OF l~ACH GROUP t 8 RESPONSE TO QUlTISTION 2 (a) 
nr AM VI~RY vmtt SA'£!srrnm W!1'H 
MY SCHOOL ACHIEVEiVJENTtt 
Boys Girls 
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Ii'IGURE v 
PrmCENTAGl~ Qli' l~ACH GROUP·' S RESPONE3B TO QUES'l'ION 2(b) 
"I AM. WELL ENOUGH SATISFIED. \PJITH 
. ' 
-





100 100 100 100 
95 95 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
85 $5 85 85 
$0 80 $0 $0 
75 75. 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 45 45 45 
40 40 40 40 
35 35 35 35 
30 30 .30 30 
25 25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 5 5 5 
0 0 0 0 
I· 
A AB B c co 0 A AB B c co 0 




















. I~'IGUHE VI 
. PEROf~N'l'ACm Qli' n;ACH GROUP ts RESPONSE fl'O QUl~STION 2( c) 
"I AM· NO'l' N£ AVL Wn1LL SA'riSFIE:D 'VliTH 
Mt SCHOOL ACHIBVEMEN'l1tt 
Boys G;i:r1s 
100 100 
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PERCF;NTAGE OF EACH GROUPtS HESPONSE: TO QUESTION )(a) 




100 100 100 100 ..... -~· . Ml!ll ........ "'" I ,4 ll) *It>' 1'\ ~01~, 
95 95 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
85 8; 85 85 
so 80 80 80 
75 75 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 
--
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 45 45 45 
40 40 40 40 
35 35 35 35 
30 .30 30 30 
25 25 25 25 -
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 5 $ 5 
0 0 0 0 
A AB B c co 0 A AB B c co 0 
FlOUH.E VIII 
PimCEN'rAGE OF EACH CROUP t S RgSPONSE TO QUESTION 3 {b) 
ft! DO NOT THINK I AM DOING AS WELL 
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l"IGURE.l:X 
PF.JHCENTAGE OF EACH 'GROUP'S RESPONSB '1'0 QUESTION 4(a) 
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FIGURE X 
PERCE;NTAGB Qii' .EACH GROUP'S RESPONSE TO QUESTION 4(b). nr DO NOT 'l'HINK DOING WELL IN 
SCHOOlJ IS IMPOHTANT 
-
•-..: ' .... 1.! ... --.. 
Boys Girls 
100 100 100 100 .... '11 ....... 9 .... 'lllli- ". ' ' - .......... ~~__...... 
95 95 . 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
85 85 85 $5 
80 BO 80 80 
75 75 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 45 45 45 
40 40 40 40 
35 35 35 35 
30 30 :30 30 
25 25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 5 5 5 
0-~· I .. o 0 0 ' 
























PERCgNTAGE 011" 11iACH GROUP t S Rl!~SPONSg TO QtJgSTION 5 (a) 
"rl1 IvJ.A'l'TERS. WHE'£HER. ! GE1T GOOD GRADES IN SCHOOL" . 
-lr., f 
Boys·· 
I I I 
- ·------- -· ~----- - ·------ ·- ·-- - ~- -
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PERCENTAGE Olr EACH GROUP 1 S RESPONS:t~ TO QUJJ;STION 5(b) --
"IT DOES· NOT MA T'J.iER WHETHER I GET --
GOOD. GHADlt:S. IN SCHOOL" ---
--
Boys· · G:tris 
100 100 100 100 
95 95 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
8$ $ 5 $5 85 
.$0 $0 $0 $0 
75 75 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 --
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 45 45 45 
40 40 40 40 
35 35 35 35 
~-
30 30 30 30 
-
25 25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 5 5 5 
0 l 0 0 0 
A AB B c co 0 A AB B c co 0 
--
------------ --- --- ---- - ---------
FIGURE. XIII 
PERCENT A OJ~ OF EACH GROUP'S RESPONSE TO QUESTION 6 {a) 
"I LIKJ~ SCHOOL VERY Vl:&~LL't 
Boys 
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FIGUHE XIV 
PERCEN1'AG:B: OF EACH GROUP,tS RgSPONSE TO QUESTION 6(b) 
"I LIKE-SCHOOL \'JELL JENOUGH" ·-
·-- -Boys Gix-ls 
.. ~~· .... j . . .. .. ( .... ..,. * ·-··i• < ' '"'".~~ s• 
100 
tl4 ......... ~~~-·-·· ... ,... ..... 
. .100 100 100 
95 95 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
85 85 8~5 85 
80 $0 80 80 
7.5 75 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 45 45 45 
40 14-0 40 40 
35 35 35 35 
= 
----
30 30 30 30 --
25 25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 t: ::> 5 5 
0 0 0 _o , __ 
A AB B c co 0 A A13 B c co 0 
---- - -----
-------------- --- ........ --~ 
FIGURE XV 
PF;RCl~NTAGE OF TI:ACH GROUP t S RESPONSE TO QUESTION 6( c} 
tti DO NOT LIKE SCHOOL v•mLL AT ALL" 
6; 
----:::::::: ;;:::::::::::2: ',;:: =~: 1;!; :;::,:=: ':: : : :: 1 ;: :::;; ; : : : ' ; ::......: 
Boys Girls 
'i ?..,. ........... 
100 
f .... ~->;\~~-~-· .. · 100 100 100 ...... -~t~ .......... p,.,. -~-~ 
95 95 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
$5 85 85 85 
$0 $0 80 f~O 
75 75 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 45 45 45 
lt-0 40 40 40 
35 35 35 35 
30 30 30 30 
25 ·25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 5 5 5 
0 0 o .. 0 
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FIGURE XVI 
PI5ROENTAGE OF EAOH GROUP tt3 RESPONSI~ TO QUESTION 7 (a) 
"l STUDY A'l' HQrllE ONE HOlHl OR MORE EACH' NIGHTtt 




















































FIGURE <Tr.,'1!~~ ,A.V.t,.J. 
PEHOf~WJ:lAGE OF 11:ACH GROUP~3 RESPONSE TO QUESTION ?(b) nr S'l'UDY AT HOJtm Ll~SS 'rHAN ONE HOUR EACH NIGHTtt -0" 
"" 
.. 
·- r','1 •• ..-· J( ..,~_ ~, :~'*1144; lit·, .. 
-
, .•• 'j Jt ;··,~:u:·-.\~t!_J~!- ;\·~--(.:.¥~-~-;,;b...,_' J(_······ .;.r~ e..,'li.i.$ <lbf ,4 l \le ' . ~ loo • .~··-~~~ ... 
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35 35 :35 35 
30 I .30 30 30 = ----25 25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 15 15 
10 10 10 10 
5 5 5 5 
0 0 0 0 
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A AB B c co 0 A AB B c co 0 
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FIGURE XVIII ... 
PEROEN1'AG13 OF EACH GROUP'S RESPONSE 'TO' QUESTION ?(c) -
"I DO NO'l, STUDY .AT ALL AT NIGW.rn 
-. . "" -
Boys· ,I , . Girls• 
.. 
100 100 100 100 -
95 95 . 95 95 
90 90 90 90 
85 85 85 85 
80 80 80 $0 
----
75 75 75 75 
70 70 70 70 
65 65 65 65 
60 60 60 60 
55 55 55 55 
50 50 50 50 
45 4-5 lt-5 45 
40 40 40 40 
)5 35 35 35 
-
---
30 30 30 30 
25 25 25 25 
20 20 20 20 
15 15 -15 15 
10 10 10 
I t 
10 
5 5 5 5 
I .. _,_ ··~-0 0 0 o .. j 'p ~ 
A AB B c co 0 A AB B 0 co 0 
-- ---- -- --------~--- --- ---- - - - ~--
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Draw A Person Test and.the Bender-Gestalt 
Both sets of drawings were given a coded identification 
for the group to which ·they belonged) and suhmitt~ed for blind 
jud&aents to three school psychologists from two school 
districts other than the district in which data 't'.rere 
gathered o 1lte only information provided was· the sex 'of each 
student ttJho made the dra.v-.rings, and grade level. 
' ' 
The .judges were instructed to evaluate each :person .. 
dral'ling for the feeling of personal adequacy 'lrlhich 1rms 
portrayed~ ~rhe drawings 1r1ere to be assigned a rating of' 
one point for "t'll'eak~ n two points f.or "adequate, n and three 
points for nstrong. 1' 
Instructions for ·t;he design dra't'.ring were to evaluate 
the developmental level of visual motor performance, and to 
-
assign a rating of one point for below average .for the fifth 
grade, t'iwo points for e.verage, and three points for above 
average. 
The investigator tabulated the ratings received by 
e~ch group on each tes·t 9 Percentages of each group' s points 
on each rating are presented in Table XIX~ Iviean rating 
po:i.ntis were computed and are shown :i.n Table XX. 
The original experimental design did not include 
tests of significance for the Bender ... Gestalt and Drav1T A 



























--- - ---- --- - -~ - ~--~-- ..... ~~-~--· -- ----- _,... -- ~- ---
TABLE XIX 
PEitCI~N'rAGES OF' GROUPS AS RA'fED BY JUDGES ON 
BENDER-GI~S'l'ALT AND DRA'iJl A PmtSON TESTS 
Bender-Gestalt DrmnJ· A Person 
......,.~ .. - .. ,.,. ,. ....... , 1 
Below Above 
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Average__,;,,!;ye_r:!?-Ele Average . vleak Adeo.uate Strong 
.,"" T,e *"'!l'n ol: "PI,..,._,...,_,.,.. -
.2$ .67 .05 e5$ .37 .05 
.05 .71 .24 .82 .18 0 
0 1.00 0 .50 .50 0 
.11 .89 0 .78 .22 0 
o42 .59 0 • 58 .42 0 
.23 .54 .23 .46 .54 0 
.34 .60 .06 .47 .;o .03 
.51 .. 45 .Olr .90 .10 0 
.40 e 60 0 .20 ~80 0 
.17 .50 .3.3 .83 .17 0 
.11 o67 .22 .)3 .47 .20 
.21 .48 .31 ,6$ .32 0 
--~ ' .. ... :: ·~I"";;:_. ..... -..~ . u., ' , ""'~···~ ..... "11:1 ... "!'"'~-~-~ .............. -· ' " A 1 .,.,._ .. ,.. ..... >#>U A 1 -
----- ------ -------- ----- - -- ------ ------ ---- --- - ---- -- ---- ---- -- -~-----~-----
'l'ABL:&~ XX 
MEAN RATINGS ON B13NDER-GES'rJ\LT 
AND DRAW A PERSON •rBSTS 
~- -- ---
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•• 1111:; ~,- ..... ... r•· .i:'l-::.._,.. .. i-:", :;.... ,a .• ~ il ...... iid=lol" - 11 . $11'~ ......_..,_ .. ___ ~ 
Bender ... Gestalt - ' DralrJ ..... A •. r:.~.r.,sgn 
Girls Boys Girls Boys - -~ 
A 1'.7$ 2918 A 1 .. 47 1.18' 
AB 2 .. 00 1 .. 90 AB lo50 1.22 
B l'o$$ 2.,00 ll lq4.2 1.54 
c 1.72 L.54 c 1.56 lolO 
co 1.60 2.17 co lefSO 1.17 
0 2.11 2 .. 11 0 1 .. 86 1.31 





Group c· " 
Group CO: 
Group 0: 
2.11 2.11 Achievers 
Students 'tv-hose achievement ·test scores were below 
.expectancy for ability. 
Students whose achiev~nent test scores and report 
. card l"atings were belO't'IT expectancy . for ability .. 
Students whose report. card ratings were belolfT 
-expectancy for ability., 
Students not in the top quartile who lqere consid ... 
'ered. by teachers as. underach:J.evers k 
Students in the top quartile 1t1ho were considered 
. by ·teachers as t:mderachievers. · 
Students in the top quartile \\Those report card 
ratings and achievement test scores met. 
expectancy for level of abiJ.ity. 
Underachievers "'~ Groups A, AB, B J C ~ and CO. 





developed primarily for individual clinical use, indicated 
' . ·. ' ' ' ' 
a rather broad descript~ve treatment of' results. Frequencies 
of ratings within groups, as expressed in percentages, and 
a simple measure of' central value fo:r each group, as 
eXpressed in a mean r~ting, seemed to offer the most appro-
priate media for discussion. 
Observation of the obtained d~ta, how~ver, pointed to 
a strong possib:i.li ty that more precise· treatment here mig~rt 
yield additional information .. _ 'rhe:refore li group totals where 
numbers were large enough for the chi squax·e test of inde ... 
pendence, 'li'lere cast~ in fourfold contingency ·t.ables, 't':J'ith the 
.. 05 level of confid~nce chosen.69 
The formp.la for chi square> in a. 2 X 2 table' '\!lh:i.ch 
tests the null hypothesis that no difference exists: 
2 · · N (ad ... be} 2 
X = ...,.-w .• ,...~......,...,... ··~.,..,·, fW'(o!lllll~,., ,. ""~"''~<#'" 
(a+ b)(a + p) (b +d) (c + d} 
li'or one degree of freedom, a chi square of 3 .Mvl 
met the ~ 0 5 confidence level; a chi square of 6. 63 5 me·t 
the ,. 01 confidence level .. 70 ·Group compar:i.sons which met the 
.. o; level v\Tere reported as significant; group comparisons 
which met the ,.01 level or beyond t'lfe:re repor·ted as very 
significant o . 'rable XX~ presents comparisons for which the 





COMPAHISONS Bl1;TvJ}<jgN GROUPS Jl~OR tvHICH CHI SQUARES INDICATED 
:BIGNil?ICANT DIFFERENCES ON . BENDEU ... QF~STAL'r AND 
. DRAlJJ A PERSON RATINGS 
' . ' . ' ' 
. ¥"'"!~~.jill~·--,.. . ~~~r~-:-.~~ ...... .... :-:=....:..-~..;:;. 
Bender-Gestalt Draw A Person 
..... !!' .. :4."'''*"""010ir-· W • I ..-~-··-t, -
Boys Girls . . Boys 
------""'-'.....::---,.,-..,.,.---~tl.ll-,_u.-.-1''* ....... •-·~-·-·-""""'~•-•-r-• __ ,, .... _ ........__·_" ..,., .;:_, ••-...._. __ ·~-
A at1d Q>:o:< A and B}:~ 
13 and 0~()~ B and cr.(* 
C .and ()~'~!< 'C and O*:J!( 
ill and o~:'* 
*Significant 
~(ll!(Very Significant 




. Group 0: 
Students ~rhose achievement test scores v1e:re below-
expectancy for ability. 
Students whose report card ratings were below 
expectancy for ability. • 
Students not in the top:qua:rtile who were consid-
ered by teachers as underachievers • 
Students in 'the: top· quartile \'those· report, card 
ratings and achievement test scores met 
·expectancy for level of ability. 
Group ·w: G:r.oup s A , B, and C combined. 
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IIG INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
Tpe Oh]:.ldt:~J.l! .. s_ Pex:,~.rma.l:i.ti, ~uastio,nnp.ir.,.! 
The follm·.ring presentation is based on 'rables V 
through XVII, pages 43-49. Refer to page 32 for explanation 
of group code, and tio page ,36 for e:Y~planation of Children ~s 
Personality Questionnaire code. 
'rhe analyses of variance, as sho-vm in Tables V, VI, 
and VII, revealed no significant. differences bet\'Teen groups 
on factors Q., casual versus persistent; fi, shy versus adven ... 
turous; and ![, group versus self-oriented. Tables VIII 
through XVII present analyses of variance for the remaining 
ten factors. 
It 'Vt:i.ll be noted in Table VIII that very significant 
differences were indicated for factor A, aloof versus 
sociable. Signif'icant differences are shown in ':t'able IX for 
f-actor Q., emotionally unstable versus emotionally mature .. 
Tables X through XV indicate that very significant differ-
ences between groups were found f'or the following factors: 
Jl, phJ.egrttatic versus overactive; }!, mild versus aggressive; 
!:,, serious versus cheerful; I, tough-minded versus sensitive; 
11~ simple versus socially sophisticated; and Q, confident 
versus insecure. 
Significant differences betv1een groups are noted in 
Tables XVI and XVII for .factors ~' uncontrolled versus 
self-controlled, and Q4, relaxed versus excitable. 
-
---------- -- ... 
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'l'he ten factors provided ·Em. opportunity to compare 
the scores of' each g:r·oup of girls vlith each other, the · 
scores. of each group of . boys l'rl th each other·, and the scores 
of each male group wi·th . the. female counterpart~ Therefore, 
·t.hir•ty ... six, pairs of means ·on each factor were tested for 
significant differences~ Results of the 360 i tests are 
presented in Table XXII, and the mean scores which met the 
,05 level of confidence for comparison of means are 
indicated in.Table XXIII. 
Q.9!l1J2ar,i son? ... ~Y~~ell., ... s:ucc§..SSf.ul g~r ls C~:,ll,d ... J.ID..§_e~j.,!l,g 
g~]:'J...EJ• Successful. girls (non Group) were significantly more 
emotionally stable, more confj.dent, and less. serious than 
teacher-identified girls from belo"f the top quartile (non 
Group). Underachieving girls who 't"fere low on achievernent 
tests ( "Btt Group} were sigrli.fican.tly less confident and very 
significantly more sophist.icated and more excitable than the 
successful girls. 
Potn.E:arisons of frAU girl_s ~.r;tth, "Bn &l)d nc~.' girls. The 
female group V">Thich 'tt'Jas lo't<if on achievement tests ( 11A tt Group} 
was significantly mo:r.e confident and less excitable, and 
very significantly less sophisticated than the feJnale group 
which 'tt'TaS lOi."l' on marks ( nBtt Group). The girls 'lfirho were 
teacher-identified from below· the top quartile were si.gnifi-
cantly less confident than the girls t1hose underachievement 


















SIGN11~'ICAN'f DIIl'FEHgNCES BET,\fgEN 
GROUP.$ ON C.P.q •. FAC'l'ORS 
Ab ABg;. ABb Bg 




ABb)~;.'< ABb':<~!< Bb)Y-* 
Cb>:.: COb~( Cg* 
Cb*i.( Bb>:~ 
Cb*~' Bg* Cg*>!t: 
ABg>:' 
>:'Differences were signi.fica:nt ~ 
**Differences were very significant. 




TABLl~ XXII (continued) 
Factor. Cb COg COb C.Ob Og. 
Qb)(< 
Ob* 
F' Ab* COb* Ab~<* Cb~< Cg* 
COg>:~"';: Ob*~:< 
Ab:<(* Ob** Bg~~>:< :> 
B • g>.~ 
_.,..,_ , ... f I lt bo; A~ J I .... 
*Differences 1r1ere significant. 











MEAN SCORES ON SIGNIFICANT·FACTORS OF THE C.P .. Q .. 
-
A c D E F T N 0 Q3 C{4 ... 
-
Ag 3.47 3 .. 26' 1 .. 58 2 .. 42 1 .. 47 3.42>:{ 1.00"~ 1.74* 3.37 2 Qt;'* .... _,;1 
Ab 2 .• 82 3 .. 29"; 2.24 3 .. 00 2 .. 00* 2 .. 06~' 1.12:>,~ 1.47"" 3.53* 2 .. 53 
ABg 4.1.7 3.17 1.50 2 .. 50* 1.83 3.$3};<: 1 ... 17 2.50 3 .. 83':.: 1.67* 
ABb 3.11 3 .. 56* 1 .. 89 3. 56:?;: 3 .. 11':' .44* 1.56)~ 1.22* 2.ee 2 .. 2.2~ 
Bg 3.67>~ 3 .. 50 1.75 2 .. 75 ~ 67 ~ ... ' 3.00* 2.25* 2 .. 67* 2.58* 3 .08:* 
11 
Bb 2.62~~ 3.92 1 .. 69 3.23 2. 54)~ 1.62* 1.69 1.61*. 3.07 2.46 I I 
I 
Cg 3 ... 41:::.: 3.;06* 1.47)~ 2e 59}!; 1.09* 3 .. 09* 1.38"~ 2 .. 44* 3.44* 2 .. 16* I I! 
Cb 2.48* 2 .. 98::1.~ 2.32::.~ 3 .. 12* 2 .. 65* 1.43* 2.07* 2.30* 2.6a* 2 .. 67* , ! I 
I 
GOg 2.80 3.20 1 .. 40 2.40 1.16)!:: 3.40* 1 .. 40 1.80 4-.00 1.40* 
COb 2.67 3 .. 50 1.50 3.00 3.83::;~ 1.00* 2 .. $3"-= 2.00 3 .. 33 3.0C~ 
2 .. 62~!' 1. 65~~ 1 .. 84* 
I 
Og 3 .. 27"'' 3 5o··~ 1.51 3 .. 19'!: 1.14* 3.41 2 •. 19* • 7""i.




*Tests revealed significant di.f:ferences between means. 
..._;} 
();). 







Com:Qar~spp,s. between HABH girls and :'.B~~ B~~rl!S• 'l'he 
girls in u AB" Group, low on achievement tests a.nd l(n1 on 
mal.,ks, revealed more 1-dll power and were very significantly 
less excitable than the girls low only on marks; ttBu Group~ 
_Qomp_e_ri,Spn,S ·~Of., UJ?!t gi_r_ls Y,J.tth,. ~9.t H. ,Yt.CQ, tt ~l'!£t no.~: 
girl.§.. Girls lm·r on marks ( "Bn Group) \f:rere significantly 
more sophisticated and more excitable, and very significantly 
more self controlled than ·girls who were teacher-identif:led 
from beimr.r ·cha top quartile ( ncn Group}··~ ttBrt g:l.rls 'lflere 
also significimtly less self controlled and very signifi-
cantly more excitable. than teacher-:i.dent:i.fied g:i.rls from. the 
top quartile ( 11 CO" Group) o 
.9 ...<;>mparisons bet~leen successful l?.P.x..s J:1!'>S-_ . .!!Jl..fie.ra,ch:l.ex~n.E;. 
P....QY....!.· Successful boys (non Group) V"tere significantly more 
self controlled and less sophisticated than teacher-
identified boys ±'rom below the top quartile ( trcu Group). 
uon boys \rvere very significant;,ly rnore emotionally stable 
than ncu boys. 
Compared with the boys who trJ'ere tea.cher-id~mtified 
from the top quartile (neon Group) ' 1'0" boys \'Iere sign.:lfi-
cantly more serious and very significantly less sophisticated. 
Successful boys 'tvere significantly less serious, 
ho-v·mver, than boys low on achievement tests ("An Group); and 
!~ 
they t'lere significantly more sensitive than boy:;3 low· on 
achievement tests and on marks { "ABH Group) .. 
~€!-.r!~pns, of :'A~~. bo;y:s J.4 .. :~!}.. "B ~ ~~ HAB~~' ~~. cm.9-. 
neon b~~ Boys lot-I on achievement tests ( 1'Atr Group) v-,r~:re 
$0 
significantly less eraotionally stable thfll1 boy~ lo"trv on marks 
( nBu Group). ttAH boys were sig.o.if:i.cantly less sophist:l.ca:ted 
and more s·erious, and very signi.ficant.ly more . confiden·t and 
self controlled· than boys 't'lho vv-ere ·teacher-identified from 
belOV'l the top quartile ( ncu Group) •. 
n11.n boys were very significantly less sophisticated 
and more ser:tous than boys who were teaoher-identified from 
the top quartile {HC0 11 Group}o 
11 Al' boys were significantly more serious and very 
signifioantly more sensitive than boys lo'l'fr on achievement 
and on marks ( n AB'f Group) • 
.9..9ri1Ra:J;>}.s,o.ns .Qf .... :~P..n P2XJ? .. wi;th .... :.:!.~~L..§Lll4 l.'.C.Q~.J~. 
Boys low on marks ( 11B" Group) 't"lere very significantly more 
sensitive than boys lm·l on achievement and on marks ( HJ\.B 11 
Group}. Compared·with boys who were teacher-identified from 
below the t.op quartile ( vrcn Group)' HBH boys w·ere signifi-
cantly more confident than nan boys. J:i'urther, aBn boys '!f.rere 
signif:tcantl.y more serious than boys '1ho '(f.rere teacher-
identified from the top quartile (neon Group). 
------- -- ----- --~---.---
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Conma.ri~.ons o(._'iABn, bpy:~ lttt!L non ?>DP. .ncp," ~OYJl* 
Boys low on achievement test,s and on marks (HABtt G:r'oup) \<Jere 
significantly less sensitive and very significantly more 
confiderit than boys who· were teacher-identified from below 
the top quartile ( uct' Group). 
UJIJ3 11 boys shm~Ted · signif:i.cantily less sophisticati<;m 
than boys who were teacher ... identified from the top quartile 
( flcon Group). 
OomPati.:son_s, · p~~',c~r .... ho.:r~E! .?t:r-... 4_1~99!'~ .J:to·~.~.· The only 
significant diffe:r·ence betl';een boys who were teach.er• · 
identified frotn the top. quartile (neon Group) and boys who 
t-Yere .teacher ... identif"'ied from belOW the top quartile { ttQit 
Group) was on . . E. factor. 1'COtt boys vJ'et·e more serious than. 
ncu boys. 
Sex differenoe.~.Jn .nA u_NQ~· Boys lov.r on achievement 
tests wer¢ very significantly leBs sensitive than girls in 
this group. 
,$j),;x: J!:i.:.~f~P.r.enc~~-.1Lll. ~t{lB.n .. t?;r9~.1?.. Boys low on achieve:--
ment and on marks were s:tgnificantly more aggressive and 
very significantly less sensitive than girls in this group. 
9.E?.~ ... ~;h~f.e,renc.~€? .• :i:f1. •• 1.rp;• groul?_. Boys low on marks 't"lere 
significantly more sociable and more confident, and very 
significantly less sensitive than girls in this group. 
.$,.e_~ di~·.fkepce,€3 Jn. n_cn .. grQ.1l.I?.· It is interesting to 
. note that the greatest number of differences betV'H~en boys 
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and girls ,,.u1.s found in the group 't<Jhich v1as teacher-identified 
from belov1 the top quartileo Boys were s:i.gnificantly more 
aggressive, more sophist:tcatedt and more excitable than girls 
in this group. I•'urther, boys 'tri'ere very significantly less 
sociable, less stodgy, less serious 1 less sensitive, and 
less self controlled than girls. 
{>~)' d1.f.i'f?~en9.~.~wj.:r;. . '~90.~'- .&r'2.Y12.· Boys who 1r1ere 
teacher-identified from the top quartile 1t.rere sign:i.ficantly 
less serious and more excitable than girls in this group; 
the girls '..rere very significantly. more sens:i.tive. 
p~x. dif.~:.e;;:\?,.l;,lCes in nQ~t _ _grou:e.• Succesaful boys vrere 
significantly more aggressive and less sociable.than the 
girls 1 and very si.gnifican·tly less serious and less sensitive 
than the girls. 
The Seven Gluestions 
.......... ' at 6 .. •I ~ !Ia p.,.,.,._ 
Proportionate group responses to each section of the 
seven quest; ions, ttJhich are shown in Appendix B, are pre-
sented in ·rable XVIII, page 50. It 1r1ill be no·ted ·t;hat most 
of the groups expressed a confident attitude totr.rard ·their 
achievement, seemed to feel satisfied w·i th the:i.r progress) 
considered they 1rre:re doing as well as i~hey could, felt doing 
.-
well in . school anq ge·~tlng goqd ·marks is important, and 
reported time spent in study at home·. 
· However; certain. variations ·occurred idthin and 
bet"t..reen groups, as shown in. li'ig~res l, thr'ough l~VIII, 
pages 51-68. 
Q.u.f:;)stiop. one.L ttH<?JL.@.!'~-..Y.9U g~t.ting ~l,SJ...!.lfL in_~scho.Q1.? 11 
As presei1ted in I1'igure I, the strongest favorable response 
was given by the successful girls { "0" Group). Although the 
lowest percentage of ''very vrell" res.ponses was given by the 
boys whose marks 'lrrere lmv ( 1fJ31t} , it may be seen in l~'igure II 
tha:t they v1ere the highest percentage to reply n"tiell enougho n 
Figure III indica:tes that the only students who 
expressed the~ feeling the.t they 1t1ere not achieving adequately 
were a minor portion of girls 1.-1ho \~-Jere loN on achievement 
tests ( 1'A n) ; a comparably lo't\1' portion of successful boys 
(non) ; a small portion of girls who '\'Jere low in marks ( Y1B11 ); 
and larger percentages of boys from the teacher-identified 
groups of underachievers (ncn and "CO"). 
Questi_on .;two: nAr,fJ .Y..Q.."! ... §..attsfie9. l'fit!t ;y:p~1r •. s.cl].oo).;, 
achie~rf!~P'!l'?tt As shovm in l~'igure IV, most of the girls i:n 
both underachieving and the successful groups responded that 
they "to"l'ere "very 'lrlell" satisfied 1r.Jith their achievement. 
However, the majority of' the teacher ... identi:fied girls from 
t:.Qe top quartile { ttQ(Ftj . indicated they were only Htr;ell 
·.enough n sa'tisfied, as noted in Figure V. 
Four of\ the six female groups did not offer a. 
negative respo~lS'e to. the questi'on. As shown in .F'igure VI, 
0:r1ly the·. girls who t'l'ere low in marks ( nBtt) J and those 'i"lho 
ltrere lov\T in marks and in achievement tests ( ttABrt). revealed 
an element of disse.tisfactim1 itlith progress. 
$4 
Most of the boys in "J3H and "C, n those lmv in marks 
and those teacher ... identified from belo'\'T the top quartile, 
were only "v\Tell enough1~ satisfied as noted. in Pigure. V. 
Although more of the boys in the teacherwident:i.fied group 
from the top quartile ("CO") lr'Jere "well enough" satisfied 
than those ·who were Hvery 't'vell" satisfied, only half of the 
group expressed any extent of satisfaction, as shown in 
Table XVIII, page 50. 
lt""igure VI indicates that seven of the twelve groups 
expressed some dissatisfaction t'litih their progress. I3y far 
the highest percentage of "not well at all" responses v1ere 
given by the ttCO" Group~ Half of them expressed dissat:i.s-
faction with prog:r·ess. The only group of boys v-;ho did not 
express dissatisfaction 't'lere boys low in grades and low in 
achievement ( nABn}" 
9~'\l~.st,ion .~h;ree: . ~'Do x.ou. :t;l'lipk .. !.C?U. ?.re dqip~ abgy~y_f!§. 
well in school as :zo*u cag?tt As shown in rrable XVIII, page 50, 
mos·t of the students in each group responded positively, with 
--- ----- -- -- ~--- ---
the exception of girls lot"! in marks ( "Bu), girls low j;n 
marks and in achievement ( 11ABn), and boys in the teacher-
identified group from. the top quart:Lle (neon) .. It will be 
noted in Figure VI! that one-half'. of the "B" g:l:rls and on~­
half of' the. "AB11 girls expressed th.e feeliq.g that they were 
not doing as 'llvell as they m:i.ght. i\llost of the boys in "Con 
Group indicated belief that they could do better, as obS(-)rved 
in Figure VIII. 
The t\10 highee;t percentages of positive :response 
occurred in the group of girls who were low in achievement 
tests ( n A"), and in the group of g:i.rls t'lho "Vrere identified 
by teachers as underachievers ft'om belot1f the top 
quartile (non}~ 
9.Y.:~~t.~on fgur: . ~'@ X9:U. ;think .9-.PJ:.ng; ~tcall.i..l1. schoo): 
i ... s impQr.tan..t,?n Nine of the groups indicclted to·ta.l agreement 
on the importance of do:t:ng well in school, as shown in 
Figure :r:x:. The three groups v-rb.ich expressed an element of 
dissent, as seen in Figure X, were all male groups. ·rhe 
boys who -v.rere teacher..;identified from below the top quartile 
( HC") , the successful boys (non) , and the boys lo~1 in marks 
( t?B 11 ) expressed an element of negation on the importance of 
school achievement. 
Qrt.ru?jiionj';iy_e: .. ''Does i.t DW:tter -v;tt,e~;ner Pt-~..!9~ 
gopd gr?,..Q&.s. .. iJ1 school'?n As sho\tm in Figure XI, all of the 
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g:i:ou.ps irmre in total, or near total~ ag:r·e~ment that n grades 
matter. n A very m:tnor portion ~£.female groups "An and "C, n 
and an <?qual.ly minor portion Oi; .male grOUpS ",0 'H UQ) U and 
usn disagreed, as noted in F.igttre XII~ 
., '' 
students in all of the groups except one indicated a liking 
for school .. ·As sho-vv<n in F:J.gure XIII, the highest group 
percentage respond:i.ng · nvery welln 't'ITaS from the g:trls WhO 
were lotiJ in marks and low in achievement tests ("ABu). The 
lowest, percentage :represel'ited the boys 'V'lho 'i'.rere teache:r.-
identif:i.ed from the top quartile ( ncou). 
It is interesting to note in I~'igu:re XIV that there 
-v;ere four groups with a higher percentage who responded 
"well €lUOUgh 11 than WhO !'0S)?Ol1dSd Hvery Well~ n rfheSe Were 
the teacher...-identified boys from below the top quartile 
(nett) ; ·the teacher-identified boys and girls from the top 
qt1.artile ( HCO"); and the girls who t~ere lotV' in marks ( trBH). 
Seven of the t1rvelve groups are shmm in l~'igure XV as 
indicating an element of dislike for school. The highest 
percentage o;f: the three female groups ·~t.rere g:i.rls loV'r in 
marks (nan) • Of the four male groups' the tvlTO 1tlho indicated 
the larger percentages of not liking school were both 
teacher ... identif'ied as underachievers ( ncn and neon}" 011e-
half of the neon boys and one-fourth o;f the nett boys. 
responded that they did noti like school at all, 
It is :i.nteresting to note in Figure XV that a minor 
portion of successful boys (non) expressed dislike for 
school. 
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Question seven: 'f},.bout f}pt:[..J?!lt9;, .f!P .. :rsm f;Jty.d:y, Q;..'t. ~.OtllJ! 
.~~,C]1 n~.,gh_.~?n As shoV"m in Figure XVI, a percentage of all 
groups responded that they stu.died an hour or more each 
night. The highest percentage t!'!)'ho thu:s reported were girls 
low in marks and in achievement tests ( "AB"). The lm'lest 
percentage were boys 11/ho 't'll'ere lO'ffJ in achievement tests ( ttA 11 ) ~ 
A majority of girls in all groups except those lo'!t.r 
in marks ( 11 13 11 } indicated study of an hour or more. Only 
half of the nBn girls reported studying this long. 
A minority of boys in four groups indicated studying 
an hour or more, Groups "A,tt "AB,n "C," and nco.n Of these, 
the "An boysJ those low in achievement tr::1r::1ts, indicated the 
lov?est group percentage. One-half of. the teacher-identified 
boys .from the top quartile ( ttcon) considered that they 
studied this length of time, as did over one-half of the 
boys lov:J in marks ( nnn) .. 
A percent:.age of all groups reported study time of. 
less than one hour each night as seen :i.n Figure XVII~ It is 
noted in Figure XVIII that eight groups reported some uho 
did not study at home at all; four of these were male and 
four were female. The groups thus represented \'tare boys and 
girls low on achievement tests {"An); successful boys and. 
girls (non) ; boys and girls teacher-identified from belo"f 
the top quartile (ncn); girls low in marks (UBtt); and boys 
low in marks and in achievement ·t;es·ts ( HABtt). 
1'he only groups which contained l1.0 students who 
reported not studying sonH.; length oi'' time 1.r1ere male and 
feme,le groups who were teacher ... identified from the top 
qua.rt.ile ("CO") ; girls low in marks and in achievement 
( "AB"); and boys low in ma.rks ( "B"). 
~mmar:y: of:. :rap~.£1 XY:l.~l· G:trls low in achievement 
tests ("A"} expressed generally the feeling.that they were 
progressing adequately in school. rrhey al.l reported satis-
faction t..rith their progress, and most of them indicated 
belief that they 't'tere do:tng as well as they could. 'l~hey all 
acknowledged. that do:l.ng · vTell in school is :i.m:portant, and 
nearly all considered that good marks matter. Nearly all 
of them responded that ·they liked school and that they 
studied each night. 
Girls low in achievement tests and in marks (nABt~) 
all reported progressing adequately in school. ltiost of 
them indicated satisfaction vdth their progress, but, one-
half of them did not feel that they were doing as well as 
they could. All of them acknoierledged that doing t'lell in 
school is important, that good marks matter, and that they 
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liked school. All of' them reported tha·t they studied each 
night. 
Girls whose marks· ~1ere iow ( nnu) e:X:pressed generally 
the feeling that they 111ere progressing adequately in school • 
. ' . 
Most of them indj.c'ated satisfaction trdth their progress, but 
only one ... half of them indicated belief that they itJere doing 
as -v;ell as they could. All of them reported that doing vJell 
in school is important and that good marks matter. Nlost of 
them expressed a l:i.king for school· and only a small portion 
reported no study at home. 
Girls teacher ... identified from belOitJ' the top quartile 
(itC") expressed the general feeling that they were progress ... 
ing; adequatc71Y in school, r::tlthough more o.f them replied 
1''tl¥ell enoughn than ttve:ry 'ttiell. tt A fe·v·f more of them :tndi-
cated satisfact~ion rather than dissatisfact:l.on \'lith their 
progress. Most of t.hem indicated belief ·that they it'Tere 
doing as ·well as . they were able~ All of them acknowledged 
that doing "t'lell in school is important. .Nearly all con-
sidered good marks matter and most, of them reported a liking 
for school. Most of them reported tht::tt they s·tudied at home. 
Girls teacher ... identified from the.top quartile ("COW) 
all reported progressing adequately in school although more 
replied *'well enoughtt than ttvery t'fell"" All of them 
expressed satisfact:i.on 1r!ith their progress. I•1ost of them 
felt they were doing as v1ell as they could~ All of :bhem 
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acknowledged that doing well in school j_s important and that; 
good marks mat.ter. All of them expressed a liking for 
school, although more of them replied nwell enoughn than 
"very '\'lrell11 ; and all of them indj.cated that they studied at 
home. 
'rhe successful g:i.rls (non} all expressed the feeling 
that they v.rere progressing adequa.tely in school and that they 
tl>l'ere satisfied 't'lith their progress. IVJ:ost of them indicated 
belief that they \'Jere doing as vvell as they were able. All 
of them reported that doing V~rell in school is importan·t, 
that good marks ma:tter, and that they liked school. A small 
proportion indicated they did not study at home. 
Boys lm,'J' in achievement tests ( n AH) all expressed the 
feeling that they \'Jere progressing adequa:tely in school. 
fJiost of them expressed sa.tisfaction ''lith their progress and 
reported belief that;. they ·N·ere do:i.ng as 't1Tell as they could. 
All of them indicated tha:t doing "''ell in school is :i..mpor-
tant, that obtaining good marks matters, and that they liked 
school. Only a small proportion reported no study at home. 
Boys lm.,r in achievement test and in marks ( ttABu) all 
expressed the feeling that they were progressing adequately 
in school. Most of them indicated satisfaction w:i.th their 
progress and expressed belief that they were. doing as w·ell 
as they could~ All of them :reported that doing well in 
school is important; that obtaining good marks matters, and 
that they like schooJ;. Only a small proportion reported 
no study at home·. 
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Boys lot~ in marks ( nBu) expressed ·t;,he feeling that 
they were progressing adequately in school:, erlthough more of 
them replied "111ell enough~' ·than "very ·vlell'. n Most of them 
indicated satisfaction with their progress, although more 
of them replied nwell <:mough" than nvery 'trtell~ u Iviost of 
them indicated belief that they were doing as 'l!lell as. they 
could, that doing 1rrell in school is important, that obtain-
ing good. marks matters, and .that they liked school. All of' 
them indicated that they studied at home each night. 
Boys teache:r-identified :from below the top quartile 
(ncn) expressed in general the feeling that they were 
progressing adequately in school; ho~rever, almost one-fifth 
of them x·eplied that they were no·t do:Lng at all well. Most 
of ·tihem indicated satisfaction with their progress. Over 
one-third of ·them reported the belief that they were not 
doing as v1lell as they could.. Most of them considered doing. 
well in school :i.s important and that obtaining good marks 
matters. 1\lt;;hough most of them expressed a liking .for 
school, one-fourth replied that they did not like school at 
all. A rninor portion :i.ndicated no home study~ 
Boys teacher-identified from the top quartile (ncou) 
in general expressed the feeling the.t they 'ttere progressing 
adequately in school; however, one ... third of them replied 
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that. they 't·,;ere noti doing at all -v;e114 Only one-..ha~f of them 
1.orere satisfied ~ri th yheir sch~ol achievement and two ... thirds 
of them felt they vtere not doing ~.s .1-rell a.s they could. All 
of them acknol'Tledgf;)d that doing v'lell i11. ·school is· important. 
and that. obtaining good marks matt.erso One•half of thera 
reported not liking school. All of them indicated thne. 
spent st.udying at home. 
Successful boys ( tron) expressed the ge11eral f~el:tng 
that they were progressing adequately in schooL !v1ost qf 
them indicated satisfaction with their progress, belj,ef that 
they ltrere doing as w·ell as they could, that doing well in 
school is impor·tan·t, that. obta:i.ning good marks matters, and 
that they liked school.. Only a small portion :indicated that 
they did noti study at home • 
. ?~.lJ.S.~.r ..... Ge~t~'llt .ap,d; D,J;,'.a"t-1 A. Pe,r~qrl; .:~~.sts 
Hesults of the drawing tests are presented in 
Tables XIX) XX, and XX!, pages 70, 71, and 73. For defini-
tions of groups, refer to the list:i.ng in Table XX. BeloiPr 
average, average, and above average ratings on visual motor 
coordination for each group are sho'tm in Table X!X. Mean 
ratings obtnined by each group are presented in 'rable XX. 
li'leak, adequate, and strong ratings on self concept are shovm 
in ·rable XIX. Nean ratings on self concept are shov-m in 
Table XX. Comparir~ons bettrnaen groups for vvhich chi squares 
~~ - --- --- - ------- -
concept and. in visual. motor coordinat:i.on are presen·ced in 
T~ble XXJ:. 
' ' I 
majority of each female group received average r&tings on 
. ' ' 
the Bender-Gestalt. The majority of eachmale group except 
trcn Group received average ratings also. Most of these 
ncu bqys 1 i>'lho were te~lcher,..identified from below the top 
qua;~."tile; received belo'VJ' average ratings" 
The only girls who :received no bel01r1 ·average ratings · 
on the Bender ... Gestalt were the g1.rls lot<J in achievement t,ests 
and in mark1z~ ( "ABn) • Kx:cepting the above mentioned ncu boys, 
a greater proportion of female groups than male groups 
rece:tved belo"V>r average rating. rrhe higher percentages of 
girls rated belov.r average vvere those low in marks ( "Bn) and 
those t<Tho were teacher ... ident:tfied from the top quar·tile ( nco't) ~ 
There 1r1ere belo~f averflge ratings -vtithi:n each o.f the 
male groupse 'rhe lOV'Jest percentage :t~3 noted in the group of 
boys lo'tPl on achievement tests (nAn) .. 
Nembers of eight groups reoeived the above average 
:rat~ingo None o.f the boys or gi:t>l!ll lo'Vf in achievement tests 
and marks ( "A1311 ) ~ none of the boys lmq in marks ( rrn?Y) , and 
none of the girls 1rJho 1-:1ere teacher-identified from the ~cop 
qt\artile { ircon) received above average rat:lngs .. 
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A.pproxitllat<;Jly one-third ·of the boys teacher ... identified 
from the top quartile (neon} · a,nd a comparable proportion of 
auecess£ul boys . (non) received above an average rati11g .• 
Approximately .. one-fourth o.f t~e boys .low in achievement 
tests ("A"} and of the boys lotrf in marks ( nntt) t;rere rc'l.ted 
q~;bove average. 
A minor .portion of girls low ·:i.n. achievemcmt tests 
' . 
("A") an~ girls teacher-id~ntified fr>orn heloirl the top 
quar'ti:U.~. ( 11 Ctt) received above average ra~ings •. However, 
slightly over one ... fifth of the successful girls (non) 
obtained abovo average :ra.ting. 
None of the chi squares for girls 1 ratings met the 
chosen level of confidence. As noted in Table XXI t tests of 
s1.gnificance on the ratings for boys, hm·mver, shO"t'led very 
significant differences bet~fe!fm two groups of tmderachievers 
and between a group of' underaoh::tevers and the· successful 
group. rrhe t;ea.che:r-identified boys from below· the top 
quartile (HCH) Showed, at a Very significant level, g;reater 
weakness in visual mo·tor developmer~t than did ·the boys lo~f 
on achievement tests and the succest-3:f'ul boys .. 
, When the ratings of boys in the non Group, boys lot!V 
on achievement te~~ts {"A"), and boyslo~T on marks (":0 11 ) t-rere 
combined, the chi square indicateq sign.if~cant w·eakness in 
visual motor development as compared itli th successful boys 
("On). 
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Jaend~r.:"'S~.~talt ~ummary. As shot'm in Table XX, 
page 71~ the lo,·n;st mean rating for girls was received by 
girls lo.w in marks ( ttBn)., The highest. mean rating for girls 
'!r1as received by successful girls (non). Differences were 
not; significant bet1.1een any of the ff;male groups, however. 
Boys v~ho \r•Tere teacher-identified from belovJ the top 
quartile received the lolfmst mean rating obtained by either 
male or female groups. These boys 'V<Je:re very significantly 
lo\'.rer than nAn boys and non boys. Boys lm.1l in achievement 
tests (nAn) received the highest mean ra:ting obtained by 
either male or female groups. Successful boys and success-
ful girls (non) rece:i.ved identical mean ra·cings. 
~rhe average of all male group m~)ans, on the one to 
three scale, 1tms lo 98 • 'l'i'Jh:i.ch exceeded the avera.ge of all 
female group means of 1.79.. The difference, however, was 
not significant. 
It is interesting to l'l.·<Yte that., although so.me of the 
underachieving male and female groups indicated strength 
in visual motor coordination, the average rating of all the 
underachieving groups (ttA.~ff HAB)tt "B," "C,~'~ and neon) fell 
below· the average of successful boys and of successful 
girls. 1'he combined groups of underachieving girls 
received a mean visual motor rating of 1.74, as compared 
v-,rith the rating of 2.11 for successful girls. 'fhe combined 
groups of underachieving boys received a mean rating of 1.96 
as compared ~tith the rating of 2.11 for successful boys. 
Although this grouping of underachieving students.when.com ... 
pared v.rith successful students did not reveal a significant 
sex difference, underachiev:tng boys were very significantly 
lower than successful boys. 
W..!'' A. P,er.~~n....:test ,re,s1J.)::~!t· The study included ten 
underachievirig groups and tt-1o successful groups, a·. total of 
· t't\l'elve· altoget,her represented in the presentation belot-r. 
As shown in 'rable XIX~ page 70, the majority of the 
raembers of seven groups 1.1ere rated as v1eak :tn feelings of 
personal adequacy. :B'i ve of th<;:lse were male groups. 'J.Ihe 
highest percentage is noted in the group of boys teacher-
identified fl"om beloV'r the top quartile ( ncn_t._ Comparably. 
high percent;a.ges are noted for boys teacher-identified from 
the top quartile ('tcon} ··and for boys low in achievement' 
tes'l.;s ( tt A tr) o Boys low in achievement tests and in mar•ks 
(HABit) , as well as successful boys ( nou) , 1r.rere also p:redomi.., 
nantly rated as showing weak feelings of personal adequacy. 
~1ore than one-half of · the girls low in achievement 
tests ( 1tA") and lovJ in marks (ttBn) wel"'e rated as vrweakn in 
self concep·t o 
. 'I'he group which received the greatest propor'cion of 
"adequaten :ratings was the female group vlhich was teacher ... 
identified f:rom the top quartile {ttqou).. The majority of 
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. ,. " • ~ I 66 ,,· "i'.~ \ ' • +1 1 · · * :.'t. .L. • .tl • l .,e, · success:ruJ. g::Lr..l.s \ "U" J, ana gJ..r.t.s tea.c.ner-:~.o.env:L,.t.:.tect J.:l .. ym 
·belovt ·the top quartile U'or•), trvere rated as showing adequate 
feelings of personal adequacy. One .... :half of the girls· lol'T 
· in achievement tests and lo~l in marks ( "A:Btt) rec¢i ved 
"adequateu ratings .. 
'rhe only male group in which a ma,iority received 
nadequaten self concept ratings 'ltlere the boys lo·v.; in 
marks (nBtt) • 
Only three of t'he tvtelve groups received ratings of 
strong feelings of personal adequacy, and these were all 
·girls .. · Girls loi..r in achievement test;s (HAn), and girls 
teacher-identified· from below the ·t.op quartile {nett) 1 
obtained a minor proportion of '' strongn rati1-i'gs.. Ho1t1ever, 
one ... fifth of the successful girls ( "0 11 ) tr1ere rated as shm·T ... 
ing strong feelings of personal adequacyo 
As shown in 'rable XXI, page 73 ~ tests of significance 
beti'll>reen group :rat5.ngs revealed that three group comparisons 
of girlst ratings showed very significant differences. Suc-
cessful girls (flO") indicated stronger self concepts than 
did girls lo\'1 on achievement tests ("A") • girls lov1 in m.r:n"ks 
( nrpr) , . and girls teacher-identified from belo'VI the top 
quartile ( ncn). 
Chi squares for boys' ratings sho-vved a significant 
difference betv-1een boys low in achievement tests {nAn) and 
boys lo'\I>T in marks ( "Bu) , since nAn boys revealed less 
-- -_ ...---· :::..,.-..;_-~--
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adequacy in self concept. Very significant differences were 
indicated bet~reen 11B" boys and "C" boys, those teacher-
identified from belOW the top quartile; ncn boys ShO't'Ted 
weaker feelings of adequacy than ttt:pt boys. Also, at a very 
significant confidence level, ncn boys shmrted less adequacy 
in Sfdf concept th.$.n did successful boys (non). 
Very significant sex differences -v1ere ind1cat(3d 
within tl'm groups. Boys in Hen Group showed greater \'lfeakness 
in self' concept than d:i.d the nc:r gil"'ls. Girls in non Group 
revealed stronger feelings of adequacy than did the non boys • 
.Qr..!:'l\1', A ... P¥3,t~op_ su.fll.~la,rz. 'fhe lowest mean rating on 
feelings of personal adequacy \vas rece:i.ved by girls low in 
marks ( "B") ; and the highest by successful girls (non). 
Successful girls v"Tere very signif:tcantly higher thl:il.n 11 A, n 
"B," and "C" girls. 
Boys 'll'iho ~r.rere teacher ... identi.fj.ed from below· the top 
quartile { "Cn) received the lm·rest mean rating, and boys 
lot'll in marks ( rtBn) received the highest. "Ctt boys 't1ere very 
sif;nifica:ntly lov-.rer than successful boys and 11B" boys, and 
boys lot'lf on achievement tests (nAn) were significantly lovrer 
than "B't boys. 
The average of all female group means on a one to 
three scalr::;, was 1. 60, trlhich exceeded the average of all male 
group means of 1.25. ·Although the greatest strength in 
~~ ------- ---- -
1~-----
feelings of personal adequacy among female groups 't'ias 
indicated by successful girls, one underachieving male. 
group (nB11 ) exceeded the mean rating for successful boys 
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110!!) • It should be noted, ho'!ttever, that :the average rating 
of all underachieving groups .{nA," 11AB,n nB,n "C, 1~ and ncort) 
fell beloirf· the average of successful boys and successful 
girls. The combined groups of underachiev:tng girls ;received 
a mean r~J.ting of 1..55 as compared vlith 1.86 for. successful 
girls. 'rhe d:tf:ference was. very significant~ 'l'he combined 
groups of underachiev:i.ng boys received a mean rat:tng of 1* 24. , 
as compared tr.rith L.Jl for successful boys. tfhe difference, 
hm1ever.t li'ras not significtmt. 
Cort!)'lf;l.!.'d.J'?.PJ?- b etw·.E!,(jm .. J3_ep.dE!r..::.Q.e~st,a.l1f .. :r.~.sult:s .. £:Pd _ ~X:?.l!..l:. 
,?erson_.r.~ .... :_~ults. Since the rat:i.ng points on both dra't'dng 
tests were the same with a one to three scale for each~ it 
is possible ·to compare ratings. As sho\'m in Table XX, 
page 71, all thf:-: male groups and all ·the femal~ groups~ with 
the exception of nco, n obtained lo~rer mean ratin~s on the 
Draw· A Person Test. than they did on the Bender .... Ges·talt. 'rhe 
girls teacher-identified from the top qucn"tile (neon) \'Jere 
the only group 't>Thich Here rated lo\l.rer on the Bender-Gestalt 
than on the person drawings. 
Boys who tr.rere. teacher-identified from belm'l the top 
quartile ("C't) received the lowest mean ratings of any male 
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and female groups on either the Bender..:.Gestalt or the Dra\'1 · 
A Person Test. Other male gr:oups varied in their rating 
positions on the two tests~ 
Girls lO'\•! in marks .( nnu) received the lOVleSt ratings 
of all £ema.le groups on the Bender-Ges-talt and on the Draw A 
Person Test. Successful girls ( t?Qtt) :r.ecei ved the highest 
ratings on the Bender ... Gestalt ·and ·on the Draw A Person ·rest. 
Other feraale group-s varied in their rating positions on the 
two tests• 
------- -- --~- ~-· --- - ------
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·cHAPTER V 
SUiv'.tMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND rtECOJ.viMENDATIONS 
I . SUM.I'JIARY 
It vu:l.s the purpose of this study to investigate 
academic underachievement at the fifth grade level by 
identifying different types of underachievement and by 
comparing certain personality characteristics, ·expressed 
attitudes toward school, and visual motor coordination of 
·u.nderachieving and successful groups. It t1as hypothesized 
that differences tvould be found be·tween underachieving 
groups, and bet11een underachitWh1g groups and successful 
students, and ·that such differences t-muld be related to 
types of underachievement. 
Limi·tations of the study 1-uere those i.nherent in a 
group approach, those of ·the specifj.c cri·teria adopted, and 
those from unknown variables in teacher identification. 
S·oudy assumpt:tons placed emphasis upon understanding 
behavior of children throup;h their apparent self perceptions, 
upon a human tendency toward self'-act.ualization, upon the 
persistence of goal-directed behmrior pt:.l.tte.rn~>., and upon 
understanding GGf:Jtlents of behavior as part of total 
personality structure. 
'l1erms 1rihich hold particular meaning as used in the 
study were defined 1 and litere:ture related to the problem 
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t!IJ'as revielf.red~ !t ~ras noted that comparatively fel'.r studies 
had in any wa;;: E!Xplored underachievement below junior high 
school level, .and that need, was e:>rp:r.essed by. researchers for 
more information on the el,ementary school years. 
~rb.e school district in which data 1r.rere gathered >j\fas 
described a.s apparently fairly representative of urban 
fringe a;reas in dali.fqrnia. 'rest scores of all fifth grade 
students in the Rio Linda Union Bcho.ol District .,Here 
screened to obtain a group of students from. the top ability 
qu~rtile. Achievement ·test scores and report ce.rd marks 
tfere evaluated to identify underachieving groups on both 
criteria of test scores and marks., Teachers submitt.ed naraes 
of st1idents il'lhom they considered to be underachievers. 
Aaademica.lly able underachieving male and female groups 
'lf.rere matched fairly· closely with a group of successful boys 
and. girls. 
Six groups were thus selected, five underachieving 
and one· successful group. Each of the six contained one 
boy group and one girl group. All groups were administered 
the Ch:i.ldren' s Personal:i.ty Questionnaire,· Bender ... Ges·tal·t, 
and Draw A Person 'fest; and seven questions pertaining to 
attitudes toward school were presented. 
Group scores on the C .. P. Q., a personality :i.nventory, 
1>1ere submttted to an analysis of variance to determine sig-
nificance of group differences; and mean scores on factors 
- --- - --.. ----
whi'ch met the .05 level of confidmi.ce 'hrere compared~ 
Comparisons of: means. v.rhose l scores met the • 05 level of 
conf~~dence were r~ported .. 
· · The Bender-Gestalt and Dra\J't A Person Tests 't"lere 
clin:lcally evaluated by judges, and the re.sul·ts 1<1ere des .... 
cribed. Response!.~ to the seven ·questions tt1ere tabulated 
and reported. 
D,is_cu,ssi,9,n. qf.., ,.l~in,dipgs 
In additiion to . the results \"lhioh bear directly on 
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the purpos~~ of this study, there were certain findings which 
seemed to merit comparison to earlier studtes. These latter 
findings appeared in the area of the identificat:ton of 
underachievers ... 
~~;!,;(:L,c.~.t~.on gf .. underP£hiev:,~r_g~ Since criteria for 
underachievement varied axnong s·tudies, it is not appropriate 
to make judgmental comparisons on ·the inc:i.denee of under• 
achievers. 1rhere has been consensus, hoviever, that a large 
proportion of able students in secondary school is not 
achieving at·capacity level., l:t is therefore interesting to 
note that, on the basis of criteria established for this 
study, 42 per cent of the academically able group in fifth 
grade were identified as exhibiting some type of under-
achievement. 'I:Jhen the teacher ... identified group of able 
hidden underachievers :l.s included, the proportion rises to 
J.04 
48. p.er cen~1, or one otrt of tvro in tl1e ~f:i .. fth gl~ade :t11 this 
sample of academica.lly able students. 
Although earlier studies reported a substantially 
greater number of. underachiev::tn~ boys than g:l,r,ls, the 
academically. able underachieving groups :i.n 'this study repre-
s.ented boys and girls fairly equally~· Boys represented 
53. 5 per cen·t of the total academically able underachievers, 
and girJs, 46.5 per cent. 
Ho'ltvElver, teach€:r-1.dentif:i.ed subjects from below the 
·t;op quar~ile included a larger proportion of boys; 62.5 per 
cent boys and 37.5 per cent girls~ 
Findings suggest that sex differences {n level of 
achievement~ among the academically able weJ:-e less pronounced 
during the preadolescent years than in adolescent years at 
the secondary level. 
'l'eacher evaluation of. underachievement at the 
elementary level v10uld tend to result in more low school 
marks for boys than girls. Thus, it is further suggested 
that. during the intermediate elementary years more boys than 
girls 't<J'ould be obtaining low, marks. No developmental or 
cultural implications are dra'\Jimo 
~~ff.53r.e.n<;..w....J.P. ne;c,sonc;t.l;l.Ji..!.Ji.:!Jn.ensi..,?P..ts.· All . g:r•oups 
revealed significant differences in some aspect of person ... 
ality as attributed by the Children's Personality 
=~~----~---- --~~---~--~--~ -~~-~~~~~-----~-~-~ ~ -- ~- -- ~-
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Questionnaire" Significant differences betl•reen boys and 
girls j,n. each of the six groups "ti'ere also found. 
The factor on which least differences were found was 
Q, phleg;matic versus overactive. Only students teacher-
identified from below the top quartile revealed differences; 
these boys 1-1ere mm:·e distraciiible and more overactive than 
the girls~ 
•r-vto o·ther factors likm,.rise showed only sex 
differences. Factor !, aloof versus sociable, and factor !, 
mild versus aggress:i.ve, indicated girls ·co he more sociable 
and more submissive than boys. 
As shown in 'fable XXII, pages 76 and 77, eleven 
comparisons showed differences on factor E, serious versus 
cheerfu16 Factors N, simple versus socially sophisticated, 
and Q., confident versus insecure, both indicated differences 
in nine comparisons. 
As is also sho"m. in 'rable XXI!, ten comparisons 
showed differences on factor I, tough ... minded versus sensitive. 
Six comparisons revealed differences on factor 31, uncon-
trolled versus st-;lf controlled, and seven comparisons indi-
cated differences on factor ~' relaxed versus excitable. 
Fa.ct;or Q., emotionally unfJtable versus emotionally mature, 
sho'trfed differences in three comparisons. 
lV!ale and female successful students shared certain 
similarities in personality characteristics t'Vhen compared 
io6 
'd th lmderachieving groups. Successful boys and girls 
revealed greater emotional maturity. A child ~vho, in con ... 
trast' 'VlOUld SCOre lO~V' OD, this last factor lr10Uld be described 
in the C.P.Q .. handbook a.s tending to be annoyed easily by 
things and people; more often dissatisfied wi·ch school and 
family, having ·trouble keeping quiet, and discouraged by 
inability·to meet good behavior standards. 
Successful boys and girls also revealed less 
seriousness~ Such persons are described as having had an 
easier, less punishing environment. 'fhese same students 
were less soc:i.ally sophisticated; having a quality described 
as naive and credulous. 
Successful girls t>lere more confident and less 
excitable than underachievers. Successful boys v·.rere more 
self con·trolled than underachievers.. Sex d:U'ferences within 
this successful group revealed the girls as more sociable, 
more submissive and more sem:litive than the successful boys. 
Females . e.mong the group· of hidden underach::l.eve:rs ~~'ho 
were academically able showed grea·ber self control and less 
excitability than other underachieving gtrls. Boys of this 
same group were more cheerful and more socially sophisti-
cated them some of the other male groups. Girls of this· 
group were more serious, more sensitive, and less excitable 
than tr1e boys. 
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Hidden-underachievers from belm"T the top quartile 
demonstrated the greatest number of. differences• . rrhey 
differed either between other· groups or between sexes on all 
ten factors of the C"P~Q. Boys· seemed less en10tionally · 
mature, less serious, more sensitive, more socially so phis-· 
ticated, less confident·, and less self controlled ·iihan some 
of the. other male groups.. Girls were also less emotionally 
mature and ·l(~ss confident, but more serious; less socially 
sophisticated, more self cont·ro lled )' and less excitable than 
some o:t' the other female groups. Boys in this group ~r..rere 
less sociable t more ove:t"acti ve, more aggress:i;ve; less 
serious~ less sensitive, more socially sophisticated, less 
seJ.£ controlled, and more excitable than the girls. 
Boys and girls lo-v,r on achievement test~ shared certain 
similarities in personality charaeteristics when compared 
vlith other underachieving groups. ~rhese boyJ3 revealed less 
soci.al sophistication but more confidence. 'I'hese girls 
were less excitable than another underachieving female 
group) and the boys revealed more seriousness, more self 
control, and more sensitivity than some of the other gi"'oupso 
Girls, ho'!r!ever, 't'rere even more sensitive than the boys~ 
Girls low in mfl:r.ks showed greater .exc:i.tab:i.lity and 
tension than all other ~emale groups. Further; they 't<~Tere 
more socially sophisticated, and showed less confidence and 
less self control than other female groups. J3oys of this 
lOg 
group e:xh.ibi ted more emo·tional maturity, more seriousness~ 
more sensitivity, and more confidence than did some of the 
other male underachieving gToups. Girls 'V1ere even more 
sensit1i ve than the boys, but less confident and more 
sociable. 
Gil"ls low in ach:i.ev~ ..ment tests and in marks Bhowed 
less excitability and more self control than some of the 
other female underachievers. Boys in this group were least 
S$nsitive of all male groups except the male academically 
able hidden undera.chieV<0rs. trhey revealed less seriousnesst 
less social sophistication, yet more confidence t.han some of 
·the other male underachievers., They vmre also less sensitive 
and 1nore aggressive than the girls. 
Qj.J:~tQ~!ii· in .. J::J...§.1!gJ.. . ..!l10tQ.r. ::e~rf~rraapg~. Ratings on 
the Bender-Gestalt revealed observable differences be·tween 
all groups, and betwoen sexes within all groups, witih the 
exception of successful boys and girls> t>Jho reoei ved iden ... 
tical rat:i.ngso Ve1·y significant differences '\'lere found 
betl'!Teen ·two u.nde:rach:i.eving .male groups, and also between an 
underachieving male g;roup and t.he successful male group. 
All underachieving girls received lower ratings than 
successful girls, bu·t girls low in achievemen·c test;s and in 
ro.arks were rated as sh.ovdn.g average visual motor skill .. 
'rhese girls and successful girls vrere the only fernale groups 
who appear ·to have developed visual motor coordination 
commensu1;.;a.te "t"J'ith their age level~ 
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J3oys lo"r in t11a:rks and academically able male hidden 
underachievers received higher ra:ting$ t.han successful boys. 
Hol'-rever ~· the only male group appreciably belm1 average in 
visual motor • skill \'las boys who were teacher-identified :from 
belm1 the top ·quartile~ ·These· boys differed V(;;ry signifi-
cantly from ttnde;rabhieVing boys who \'-Tere lOW On achievemen;t 
test's and from ·the successful boys. 
Mt:tle groups • averaged higher. visual motor ratings 'than 
female groups, and ·t.he average for underachieving boys fell 
very significantly belmlll the -average for successful boys. 
!Ji.f'f~r.ence .. s ... ill .£~12-PJJ;S pf adegu~.sY.• Ratings on the 
person drawj~ngs revealed observable. dif'ferencea beti'.reen 
groups, and bett'leen sexes within groups. All underachieving 
girls 'i'rere rated very significan .. cly lower in feel:i.ngs of 
adequacy than \1ere successful girls~ Boys low in marks l'-Tere 
rated as feeling more adequate than successful boys. In 
turn, successful boys V>Tere :rated higher than the remaining 
groups of male unde::rachieve:rs. HovV'ever, the lowest. rating 
received by a female group exceeded the rating rece:.i.ved by 
successful boys. 
None of the fifth grade groups, including the 





~verage feelings of adequacy. 'rhus i·~ appears that this 
preadolescent age level may temd :to feel less adequate in 
general. ' It is p.ossible that the culture fosters f'eelingB 
of dependency at th:ts age level during a developmental · 
period i.n which the age group is actually beginning; to 
strive for.independence, 
rrhe higher fema;Le average suggested stronger feelings 
o.f, t;tdequacy ·than shown by male groups. This sex dLrference 
1'ms very significant b~t1r·leen the :hidden underachievers from 
below the top quartile and between the successful student.:;!. 
1'he ave1"age for all underachieving boys 1t1as lo1r.rer 
than the rating received by succe~3sful boye$ 9 Hm"mver, th.is 
comparison was not found ·to be signif'icarrt. 
,D.;!l~~.r..etJ.ce~ .. 1JA .• ~:~:.!l;t.:t!:U.J!es t..Q..iq_a..r.Q~..Ql. ;md achievement. 
Most s~udents professed that they were·prog:ressing adequately, 
v'lere satisfied with their progress, \r>Tere doing as ~111ell as 
they were able~ did believe that do~.ng 'tv-ell and obtaining 
good marks tvere important, liked soh.ool, and studie~ at 
home. However, there we:t'e differences observed in ·the per ... 
centages of each group which :responded :positivelyo The 
more apparent differences "trJill be discussed. 
One-half of the. girls lol'J' in achievement tests and 
low in ma.rks expressed a teeling that they were underachiev-
ing.. Similarly, one ... half of the girls low in marks expressed 
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a feeling that they were undere.chieving. Both groups 
responded generally that they t'lere progressing adequately, 
~'!ere satisfied trrlth ·their progress, and liked school. 
Girls who WQre identified by ·teachers as underachievers 
tended ·~Jo be less posi·ti ve about their progress, since m.ore 
of them expressed the attitude of progressing "well enough'~ 
rather than 11very 'livell." 'rhe majority, hm"'rever ~ seemed to 
.feel they -v1ere achieving at thej.r level of capacity. 
Boys low :i.n marks ·revealed soniet-Jhat less positive 
feelings about their progress; since more of them expressed 
the feeling that they 'l'l<~re doing lttr;ell Emoughlt ra.th~.n~· than 
11very t1fell, n and more of them seemed nvv-ell enough" satisfied 
than nvery well" satisfied with their progress. They 
appeared. to feel, nonetheless, that they weJ:•e doing as "tr.rell 
as they were able, ·that doing well and obtaining good marks 
were important, and that they liked schoolo 
The largest proportion of boys who seemed tio shmrf 
concern over school 'iilrere teacher-identified underachiever~~. 
These boys apparently f.elt that they 'trfere not doing well; 
they t'lere d:tssatisf':ted v.rith their progress; they felt they 
v\lere underachieving, and they did not even like school • 
.$JJ!!.Ullary q§ll.!cri-e.t~on o:( .2t~mal.e . .UQUE,;3. Girlf3 lot:¥ in 
achievement tests SE.H?Jned more-confidentJ less excitable, and 
less socially soph:tst:i.cated than girls low in marks. They 
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appear•ed to hold rather positive at·titudes toward school and 
their progress. Visual mo·cor performance suggested greater 
skill than girls lov.r in marks seemed to show, but more than 
one-half o£ both groups seemed tV"eak in feeling::; of ad·equacy. 
Girls low in achievement ·test;s e.nd in marks seemed 
more self controlled and: less excitable than girls loN only 
on marks. Their visual motor perfo'rman.ce seemed the most 
mature of all underachieving female groups. One-half 
appeared to have average feelings of adequacy, and one-half 
expressed the ·opinio'n that they 11'/ere underachieving, although 
othervvise they seemed to hold positive attitudes to~u:ird 
school and·their progress. 
Girls lo1nr in marks 't'rere more measurably, exc:ttable 
than all other female groups~ · They revealed less self 
control and less confidence, and ·they were apparently more 
socially soph:tstica:ted than other groups. · 'l'heir dra'II·J'ings 
suggested less visual motor skill, and weaker feelings of 
adequacy, than apparently shOWll by any other female groups~ 
Girls 1t.rho 1:rere teacher ... identified from below t~he top 
quartile shov-md lest~ emotional maturity, less cheerful:neSf:l, 
less confidence, less social sophistication, and more self 
control as compared \•lith other female groups. Their draw-
ings suggested that one ... half of' the group showed feelings of 
adequacy, and more ·than one-half had developed average 
visual motor skill .. 
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Female hidden underachievers from the top quartile 
exhibited more,self control and less excitability than girls 
low in marks. 'rheir drawings suggested that :ov~.n" one ... half 
of these gir·ls had attained average visual motor skill, and 
that they had stronger feelings of adequacy than any other 
underachieving female group~ 
Successful girls seemed more mature emotionally, more 
' ' 
confident~ more cheerful, less excitable, and less soc:i.ally 
sophisticated than some of the under$.chieving ,girls. 'rheir 
expressed attitudes tm~ard school and their achievement 
appeared strongly pos:i. ti ve; and their dra't<'lings suggested 
greater visual motor skill and stronger feelings of adequacy 
than observed .for any other female group. 
§,mn]}f;l:t:I~ .. s.cr~p:~~.9!,1_,.Qj:.J]l.f}~.e e.;,rpupJ?_. Boys low in 
achievement tests seemed less emotionally mature, less cheer• 
ful, less socially sophisticated? more confj~den:t, and more 
self controlled than some of tht3 o·ther underachievers. Their 
visual motor pe:rforrllance suggested more maturit;y than all 
other groups sho-v..red. Most of the boys, however, did not 
show feelings of a.dequacy. 
Boys lo"tt,r in achievement tests and in marks appeared 
to be less sensitive than most of the male groups" rrhey 
seemed also more cheerful• more confident> and less socially 
sophisticated than some of the other groups o 'l'heir drawings 
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suggested that most of these boy$ had average visual motor 
skill, but that they .felt, less adequate than boys lott.r only 
in marks. 
Boys lm·.r in marks seemed more emotionally mature, 
less cheerful, more sensitive, and more confident than some 
of the other tmderach:i.eving groups. ~rhey held rather posi-
·t.i ve attitudes tov1ard school and their ot'm a.chievemelit. 
Drawings suggested average visual motor skill, and they 
apparently had stronger perceptions of their adequacy than 
did any other male group .. 
Boys teacher-identified from belov-.r the top quartile 
sho'V.red a greater number of personality differences than any 
other male group. 'rhey seemed less emot;ionalJ.y mature, less 
serious, more sensitive, more socially sophisticated, less 
confident, less self controlled than some of the o·ther 
groups. Many seemed to feel they were not progressing \!Jell, 
were undere.ch:i.eving, and did not like school. They 'tr!Tere 
the only boys whose drawings suggested belm·,r average visual 
motor skill, and-thei-l:'--f--ee-ling-S--Of'-ruie(ltla~~l"-@d.-w·e~~­
of all groups. 
Boys teacher ... :i.dentified from the top quartile seemed 
more cheerful and more socially sophisticated than other 
groups. Many apparently felt ·they t<Tere not doing we11 1 tr.rere 
d:tssati$fied irlith school achievement, felt they 't'llere under-
achiev:i.ng, and d:i.d not like school. Al't;hough their drawings 
il5 
suggested strong visual motor skill, they seemed to have·. 
weaker feelings of adE::qua.cy than most of the other groups. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The f'o!lo-v1ing conclusio·ns tend to support a poin·c of 
view held by field learrdng theorists. Learning involves 
the interaction ·of forces both external to and vv:i.thin the 
individual. Cognitive behavior does not depend only on 
interaction between environtnent and a cognitive structure. 
but involves interaction'between an envirorunent and forces 
stemming from the very core of the learning organism~ 
'n1.e study attempted to examine relat:tonships bettrJeen 
certain core characteristics and effectiveness in academic 
learning. The student groups t<Jho were j.dentified as exhibit-
ing problems in learning 'lllere found to differ from students 
who seemed to be learn:tng e:fi'ecti vely.. irhe learning process, 
then, cannot be understood wi·thout acknowledg1.ng the inhHr-
ence of that dynamism in the life space of the individualo 
Specifically, the underachiever must be regarded not as 
having a learning problem bt:tt as experiencing difficulty 
V'Ti th his total adjustment. 
lo Evidence supported the hypot,hesis that differences 
in personality characteristics, in expressed e:ttitudes 
toV'tard school, and in visual motor perfo:rmance are related 
to type of underachievement .. 
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1Tivider1.ce supported the hypothesis 
,academically able students who score high on sta.ndardized 
group tests of a,ch:i.evement yet. are low scholastically will 
reveal differences from academically able students vv'ho. score 
low on tests of achiev~ment yet are hj.gh scholastically. 
3 ~ F;vidence support~ed the hypothesis that 
academically able students V>rho score high on standardized 
group tests of ach:i,E;W<~ment yet are low scholastically will 
. reveal differences from academically able students 'Vtho 
score lO"ftJ' on tests o:f achievement and are low scholastically. 
l~-o Evidence supported. the hypothesis that 
academically able student;s ltil:w score lottf on test;s of 
achievement yet are high scholastically will reveal differ-
ences from academically able students who score lo~J on tests 
of achievement and are low scholastically. 
5. Evidence supported the hypothesis that students 
tr1hose academic potential and underachievement are ident;:i.:fied 
only by teacher evaluation will reveal differences as 
compared with o·ther groups. 
6,. ]~vidence supported the hypothesis that each 
underachieving group will reveal differences from a sue .... 
cessful and able student group. 
7 o Although emot~ional maturi.ty, cheerfulness, 
and lesser social sophistication 'tvere significant charac-
teristics of successful students, differences in these 
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pe:rsonali·ty dimensions tvere also· found bet~reen underachieving 
groups. 
Se Although successful girls seemed more confident 
and less excitable t.han some of the underachieving girls,· 
and a.lt.hough successful boys seemed more self controlled 
than some of the underachievin§'~ boys, differences in these 
personality dimensions were also found betv-veen U11derachieving 
groups. 
9, Three personality dime:nsioris revealed sex 
differences only. Gir.ls seemed more sociablet less aggres-
siv¢, and lems overactive. 
10. li'indings suggested that the only girls 1t>rho 
perceived themselves as underachievers vvere those who were 
low in marks and those vzho ""'ere lm-.r in achievement tests 
and in marks. It seems probable that their awareness of 
underachi'evement 111ay have stemmed from low marks,· a 'ltJeakness 
both groups shared. 
11. Findings suggested that the largest proportion 
of negative £rttitudes tovmrd school and achievem<mt '1ere 
expressed by teach(;;:r ... identified boys. rrhey ~vere ·the only 
groups l'fhich seemed ·to perceive themselves as not progress-
ing well, as dissatisfied over progress, ar1.d as underachiev ... 
ing. In view o£ their apparently J)Osit;iVe attitude tm·.rard 
the 1.mpo~t'tance of school achievement, it is not surprising 
that they vrere the groups 1r-1ho largely expressed a dislike 
for school, an nimportant'* and imposed si tm1tion in which 
they were not succeeding. 
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12. Findings suggested that immaturity in visual 
motor development may be more closely associated \'lith 
feminine than t..;i th masculine underachievement, unless a 
culture ... specific element is also being tapped here. All but 
one female underachieving group appeared to be belov;; average, 
and only one male underachieving group seemed belovr average. 
13. Findings suggested that both underachieving and 
successful students in the fifth grade age range may tend 
to show somewhat morE? than average feelings of inadequacy·. 
14• F'indings suggf)sted that g:trls of this age tend 
to sho\v t1lightly stronger feel:tngs of ad(llquacy than boys .. 
'11his sex d:i.fference was shol'lm to be very significant in the 
group of underachievers from belovv the top quartile and in 
the successful s·tuderri:i group. l>t seems possible that the 
feminine role in the home may provide greater opportunity 
for girls to develop earl:ter feelings of capability. 
15. Findings suggested that boys of this age tend 
to have better developed visual motor skill. It seems 
possible that cultural influences offer males greater 
opportunity to develop this facility. 
16. 'reachers did no·t in any case perceive as 
underachievers any students 'V'.rho were lOirJ on achievement 
tests. Girls of this group. a.s compared 't'Jith other 
--:r-----
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similar. to the successful girls. 'l,hey, too, were more 
confident, less excitable and less socially sophisticated. 
f • ' • 
Boys. of this group seemed to have greater visual motor skill 
than even the successful boys. Since ·this group received 
. ' 
favorable marl<s even though they seemed lo~T in ach~evement 
tests, there may bel a relationship between the character ... 
is·tics noted above and the acquisition of high marks. 
l?o Elementq~.ry teachers .tend to perceive 
underachievement as a characteristic of classroom behavior 
only, rather than in rc~lation to more objective· measurements 
of learning. 
18. Lesser social sophistication 'fi'TaS. a personali~ty 
characteristic associated with both masculine and feminine 
success. 'rhis factor is described as a naive and credulous 
quality rather than being exact and realistic in ·thinking. 
It therefore seems possible that in the early school years 
academic success may depend sommvhat on an acceptance of 
ideas rather than on independent or critical thinking. 
19. Unless underachievers are studied according to 
type of underachievement, gross misconceptions may occur o 
20. Differences betv'leen male and female under-
achievers appeared to be as numerous as differences betl·J'e<:m 




21. Among the academically able., the number of · 
undei-:-achieving boys and the number of underachieving girls 
t-:ere aJJnost equal~ . Sex differences in level of achievemen:t) 
therefore 1 v.rere less pronounced during the preadolescent 
years than in adolescent years at the seconda.ry leveL 
III. RECOMl',q:ENDATIONS 
Previous stud1.es found that child rea.ring practices 
l'vhich fostered early development of independence we.re 
strongly rela:ced to drive for achievement. Findings of this 
study clearly indicated a relationship betw·eeh children's 
feeling of adequacy and academic success. I·t therefore 
behooves parents and teachers to enhance studen·t feelings 
of independence and to contribute toi"rC1.rd building feelings 
of adequacy. 
On the ·other hand, credulity, a kil'1d of dependence 
of thought, also appeared as a component of academic 
success., Therefore, it ·seems to follow that parents and 
·teachers who desire a long a.nd successful academic career 
for children should not ertcou:r.age st:r.on[~ inclinations for 
independent th:l.nking. Shared cultural values have determined 
patterns of approved behavior in society. It is in these 
patterns w1dch children must early learn to move independ ... 
ently if they are to succeed academically. Yet early 






precocity in critical thinking; to be successful, children 
must learn dependence on the· established patterns of 
behavior. 
Creati V'Ei think:i.ng, ho~V"eV'er; involves both an element 
of incredulity and of resist;.ance to preconceived pa:t.terns. 
It is therefore possible that the more creative students 
would be found among those v.Jho ·tended ·to sho'Vf less credulous. 
thinking, and perhaps even among those ·who profesi.'Jed less 
coriforming attitudes towm-:-d school. !t was the boys \.-Jho 
\"!ere ev'aluated by teachers as underachievers v.1ho showed both 
of these cha:racteristics. Thus it viould be advisable for 
educators to examine elementary teaching methods ntore closely 
to determine whether academic achievement at this ltwr;il l!1ay 
depend disproportionately upon willingness to accept 
passively what is said. and 1.1hat is read.o 
Boys identified by teachers ets underachieve:r~J should 
be assisted through use of curricular activities as \•lell as 
through counseling.. It l'IOUld be helpful if they tt.rere 
provided increased opportuni tief:; to feel compe·tent in the 
school situation. It might be 't'rlse ·to utilize their strong 
social sense by providing approved activ:tties on l!ilhich they 
could use their apparent ability for realist:l.c thi11ki:ng .. 
Of these boys, t;he hidden underachievers .from the top 
quartile should be canvassed to determine the source of 
their conflict- Although they scored well on achievement 
tests, and attained high marks, they still apparently 
perceived themselves as underachievers, as did their 
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Perhaps the h:tdden underachievers f:rom below the top 
quartile should be counseled for str~mgthening of the:i.r 
self concept o Not only \'rere they very significantly ~\Teak est 
in feelings of adequacy t but they revealed signif:tcantly 
less self control ·than some groups~ This factor, as 
attributed by the O.PoQ., is described as sho"t<nng s·trength 
of the· self-sentiment.> and has been found, \vhen weak, to 
be a component·o£ pathological anxiety states. 
Boys and girls lotrl in achievement tests v.J·ere not 
perceived by their teachers nor apparently by themselves as 
underachieving. It might be wise :i.:f teachers at thj.s grade 
level gave more '\'lfdght to test scores •. 'rhe et~iology of' 
t~is ·iiype of underachievement should be determined if 
possible before the pattern becomes established; for at 
secondary and college levels) standardized tests of ach:l.eve ... 
ment affect future academic opportunities and sometimes.job 
opportunities as,well, 
r11 eachers should regard :reraediation a.s :requiring 
different approaches for underachieving boys and for under-
achieving girls, The problem for girls has appeared ·to 
differ from that for boys; it also differed among ·the varied 
types of underachievers. 
I 
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Underachieving girls should be offered increased 
curricular opportunities to develop strength in visual motor 
coordination. 
Since girls low iri marks seemed more excitable than 
all other female groups, appropria·te assis·tance appears to 
lie through counselingo Children tvho score high on this 
factor have been described as irrationally w·orried t tense, 
:t.rri·table, and :i.n a turmoiL. rrhey are further described as 
aware of being cr:tt:t.cized for neglect of good goals. Appar-
ent confirmat:lon of ·th.:i.s awareness t-Jas offered by these 
girls as they seemed to be the only female group a'tv-are of 
·their underach:i..evemen1j~ 
Hecommenda.tions for Furth...~r .s~y.dy: 
1. Information is needed on what teachers consider 
to be the criteria. of underachievement. 
2. An inve~~tigation of personality differences among 
underachievers in the primary grades ""rould broaden the scope 
of understanding the development of successful studen·t.s. 
3o A :follow-up study of the same student population 
included in this study at seventh grade would indicate to 
1r1hat extent the students ident~if'ied in ·this study ~trere 
situatj.onal or persistent underachievers. 
4, Longitudinal studies are needed to tabulate the 
achievement and personal adequacy patterns of sub,jects 't'd th 






and ·level of academic achievem.ent. 
6. An investigation should be made into successful 
and unsuccessful remediat:i.o:n programs for underachievers 
i11 elementar'Jr school, w,ith specific attention given to type 
of underachievement j.n. relati.on to methods used. 
7. Behavioral.and cultural sciences should. be 
oriented toward a theoretic~.l resolution of values on 'V'that 
constitutes successful behavior at a given age$ 
g. 11he ::i.mportance of academic success should be 
valida:t.<~d through correlating level of success in occupation 
with achievement j_n sc~1ool. 
9. !Ustorically, tests of academic apt::.i tude have been 
designed to eliminate sex differences in meatmrement. It j_s 
suggested th.at intelligence ·tests intended uniquely for male 
and for female populations might yield fruitful ini'orraation 
for enhancement of academic achievement. 
10. l"ledica.l scientists should collaborate \'lith 
behavioral scientists in order to obtain further information 
on the relationship of s·tructural and functional factiors ·to 
motivation and to learning. 
11. Stereotypes o·ther than "the underachievern 
should be invest:l.gated for var1.ables currently concealed by 







categorical grouping to verify·accepted absolutes such as 
"the gifted:; n · "the creative, 11 "t,he drop out'• n uthe re·tarded ~" 
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BUlsLE'l'IN ON SELJWT!ON OF UNDERACHIBVERS 
RIO LINDA UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Rio Linda, California 
January 7, 1963 
li'ifth Grade 'l'eache:rs and All Principals 
Psychological Services 
SUBJEC'l'; He search Project on Underach:i.evers 
Mrs. Louise Bachtold from the University of the Pacific is 
conducting a research project on underachievers as part 
of her doctoral program. She \'l;i.ll be working trtith 5th 
gl"ade students throughout the district and will need your 
cooperatdon to ide~1'tify ·these pupils, 
Will you please prepare a list of all pupils in your 
class who you feel are not per.fonning to the level of 
their ability. Please give the list to your principal 







SCHOOL lWfEREsrrs AND STUDY HABITS SUJ1VgY 
Circle tbe answer that best tells t..rhat your opinion is~ 
1. How are you getting. along~ in school? 
a. very 1r1ell b. 1r1ell enough c. not well at 
2. Are you satisfied \'lith your school achievement? 
ao very well h. :t;rell enough c. not well at 
3o Do you think you are doing abou·t as 1tlel1 in school 
as you can? · a. yes b. no 
4. Do you think doing .'ttlell in school is important? 
a .. yes b. IlO . 
5. Does it matter whether or not you get good grades 
in school? a, yes b .. no 




a.. very well b. \lte 11 enough c. not well at all 
7. About hm'r long do you study at home each night? 
a. one hour or more b, less than one hour 
co not at all. 
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